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(i)
mot iu h ct
The developMnt of an effective test systea for detecting 
the Irradiation status of foodstuffs Is essential for the 
estMllshaent of legislative control and consusMr choice. Por 
foodstuffs consisting aalnly of water, treatment with 
Ionising radiation Initially generates highly reactive free 
radical s ^ l e s  (hydroxyl radical (^H), hydrated electrons 
(•ag) or hydrogen atoMs (ff)). These react extresMly rapidly 
with a wide variety of «target" molecules in foodstuffs 
«»allp but detectabltt chraical changase Honca, 
••■•y* ^ or the assessment of lOH radical activity involve the 
identification and/or guantlfIcation of chemical species 
produced by the attack of 'OH radical on a range of 
bioamlecules occurring in foodstuffs.
This study Involves an Investigation of radiolytlcally- 
Indueed chemical modifications arising from the Interaction 
of OH radical with naturally occurring aromatic cosg>ounds in 
fruits and vegetables. High performance liquid chromatography 
coupled with electrochemical detection has been applied to the analysis.
In addition, the chemical nature of intermediates in, and 
end-products arising from the Interaction of *0H radical with
acids and carbohydrates Is reviewed by 
application of second-derivative (2D) electronic absorption 
spectrophotometry. The 2D spectrophotometrlc technique has 
not been previously applied to food studies and may serve as 
a potential «probe« for the measurement of radlolytlc 
products generated as a consequence of irradiation treatment.
, hlgh-fleld, hlgh-resolutlon proton nuclear 
ma^etlc resonance spectroscopy has been eig>loyed to assess 
*^ *“iolylically—induced damage to biomolecules present In shellfish.
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IUTKOPgCTIO«
1 « on* of th* «or* rocent proaarvatlon 
tochnlqu««, ■uppleaontlng traditional nathoda such as 
canning, freezing, sacking, curing, drying and pickling. 
Radiation processing of food results in the eradication of 
food spoilage organisas including bacteria, aoulds and 
y«**ts, thereby effectively prolonging the shelf-life of 
perishable coaaodities.
Nearly all national governaents have iag>osed regulatory 
control on the sale of irradiated cnaandities. At present, 
approxiaately seventy countries have active research and 
developaant prograaaes in food irradiation and about thirty- 
seven of these countries apply it coasMrcially for processing 
of one or acre food iteas. Regulations concerning irradiated 
foods differ froa country to country. In order to enforce 
such legislation and allow consuaer choice, there is an 
increasing Interest in developing aethods which allow the 
^*^***^iy^®*tion of irradiated foods and quantification of the 
radiation dose eaq>loyed.
Food irradiation is a physical process (in which energy is 
^*P*^^**^ to aatter) and eaploys high energy ionising 
•loctroaagnetic radiation. Usually, X-rays or gaaaa rays 
produced by a cobalt-60 or caesiua-136 source are used. The 
^•<*tation dose used in food processing ranges froa 50 Gy to 
10 kGy and is largely dependent on the nature of the 
foodstuff being irradiated.
Ionising radiation penetrates the foodstuff resulting in 
the foraation of a large nuaber of reactive chealcal species
(1 .*. ions, positively and nsgatlvsly charged 
which in turn can initiate the production 
of free radicals capable of chain reactions. However, the 
aw>unt of energy transferred to the material is usually very 
•■ •^1 comparison to heat treatments (since irradiation 
results in minor temperature increases^). The reactione of 
the ions and free radicals in foods are responsible for the 
chemical changes occurring during and after irradiation. 
However, the changes induced in the chemical composition of 
most foodstuffs are usually very small and, in addition, many 
of the changes observed may arise from other proceseing 
methods which may also have been ei^>loyed. Consequently, it 
is very difficult to detect chemical modifications occurring 
in irradiated foodstuffs.
Many investigations have been carried out with the prisM 
objective of developing reliable methods to discriminate 
***^***n irradiated and non-irradiated foodstuffs (of. 
section 1.2). Physical, chemical and biological methods have 
been applied, the results Indicating that there exists no 
•ingle general method that is applicable for all types of 
foodstuff.
Much of the research in this field has been carried out in 
dilute aqueous solutions since the majority of foods are 
hydrated. Therefore, many of the chemical reactions taking 
place in foodstuffs are initiated by the indirect action of 
radicals derived fr«» the radiolysis of water, giving rise to 
the formation of so-called radiolytlc products^. Radiolytic

1 .1  l lD T iT ia i  c a m n w Mi o r  « a m
When high «n^rgy photons (i.s. x-rays or gasnsa-rays) 
Intaract with aattar, snargy is transfarrad fro« tha photon 
to watar aolaculas of tha aquaous systaa. This procass 
rasults in tha production of ions. In addition, axcltad watar 
■olaculas ara also producad. Thasa primary spacias may 
daco^;>osa or raact with coagwnants of tha systaa, tharaby 
bringing about chudcal changas. Praa radicals formad frosi 
tha axcltad and ionisad molaculas ara largaly rasponsibla for 
thasa changas.
Tha priMry radlolytic products of watar ara hydratad 
alactrons (a"q), hydroxyl radicals (t)H) and tha hydrogan atom 
{B). Tha sacondary chamical spacias includa hydrogan paroxida 
(H2O2 ), hydrogan gas (H2 ) and tha hydratad hydrogan ion 
(H3O*). Tha highly raactlva hydroxyl radicals and hydratad 
alactrons account for tha principla chaadcal changas which 
occur in irradiatad foods containing watar as a major 
constituant. Howavar, hydrogan paroxida may also participata 
in many radiation-inducad chudcal raactions^.
Tha Intaraction of ionising radiation with watar (Raaction 
1 .1 ), initially consists of anargy transfar to tha systam 
(tha physical stags of tha procass
2H2O + hti —  I s a~ ♦ H20'*’ + H2O* (1.1)
whara a raprasants an alactron and H2O* a watar molacula with 
axcitad alactrons.
Ionisation and axcitatlon of watar talcas placa within 10“^®s 
axposura to radiation. Tha alactrons ralaasad in tha
ionisation svsnt bsc«sa hydrstsd. This procsss sntsils ths 
®*l-*®t*tlon of H2O aolsenlss about tha chargsd spsoias. 
Hydration occurs within 10”^^ s.
•* — ^  •*aq (1 .2 )
H20^ ion raacts with watsr (by a proton transfer reaction) to 
produce the hydrogen ion and the hydroxyl radical
H2O* + H2O » H3O'*' + 'OH (1.3)
Moreover, the excited water snlecule can dissociate to give 
the hydrogen at<Mi and the hydroxyl radical
H2O*— ♦  r  + 'OH (1.4)
R«*ctions (1.3) and (1.4) occur within 10”^*-10“^^ s.
The priory species (eig, 'OH, H^  react with a wide range 
of cheaical constituents of foodstuffs at diffusion 
controlled rates and have half-lives (tj/2 ) <>* than 10"*s
ApproxiMtely 5x10"^ aole of these radicals are produced 
per kg of food when exposed to the ■axlaua pensitted food 
irradiation dose of 10 kGy.
Table 1 . 1  illustrates the yields of the priauiry radicals 
and secondary cheaical species frow water when exposed to 
9*M**~irradiation®, and Table 1.2 shows their rates of 
reactions with a range of bioanlecules^'  ^ (pp. 7-8).
The hydrated electrons are powerful reducing agents 
capable of addition to a large nusdier of organic constituents 
in foodstuffs such as aroaatic and carbonyl coepounds which 
are located at or close to their site of formation. The 
hydroxyl (t)H) radical is a powerfully oxidising short-lived 
species and its reaction with a range of biological snlecules 
P^***®^ in foodstuffs (e.g. proteins, lipids, carbohydrates.
usually producás secondary radicals of lower 
reactivity. These species are also capable of attacking other 
■olecules thereby resulting in the production of further 
com>ounds which »ay be classed as radiation-induced species. 
The ‘OH radical reacts with organic compounds containing 
rings or carbon-carbon sniltlple bonds by addition, 
'^ **^ *^^  reaction with saturated organic compounds
containing the carbonyl group is predominantly by 
abstraction.
Generally, chemical Identification of irradiated 
foodstuffs is therefore based on some chemical change 
occurring in a particular coiq>ound i.e. the formation or 
depletion of a compound which may act as a radiolytlc marker 
or a radiation-induced chemical species. Such radiolytic 
markers can also consist of "trapped* free radicals, the 
OÍ which depends on a number of variables including 
the moisture content of the food^.
A number of techniques are under Investigation with the 
aim of discriminating between irradiated and non-irradlated 
foods. S<»e of these techniques are discussed in section 1 .2 .
litUt 9f tht rriirr Wdical» «ad Produef nf
Ol— l Tl l «di«t«d
Nh«r«, 6 - lUdical Chmical Ylald
No. of Bolacules foroMd
100 aV
Tha valuaa givan in tha tabla rafar to tha nuadbara of prlawry 
®*y9*i* radicala and molacular products producad par 100 aV of 
anargy absorbad by watar (aftar 10"^^ a) at nautral pH.
Tha radical chaalcal ylald, G (as abova) in luaol J"1 - 103.6 
X G (or 0.1036 ua»! J~^).
Coeq^unda V 'OB ••q
Areblnose 0.0052 (1 .0) 0.18 (7.0) 0.0004 (7.0)
Glucoae 0.0076 (7.0) 0.23 (6.5) 0.0004 (7.0)
Deoxyribose 0.0029 (7.0) 0.25 (8.0) 0 .0 0 1 (7.0)
Sucrose 0.0015 (1 .0) 0.23 (7.0) 0.0005 (7.0)
Ascorbic acid 0.03 (7.0) 1 . 1 (1.5) 0.03 (1 .0 )
Citric acid 0.00004 (1 .0) 0.007 (1 .0 ) 0.00001 (1 .0 )
Succinic acid 0.0003 (1 .0) 0.031 (5.0) 0.037 (6.0 )
Salicylic acid 0.24 (2 .0) 1 . 2 (2 .0) 1 . 0 (7.0)
Glutathione 1 . 0 (1.5) 1.4 (1 .0 ) 0.45 (7.2)
Phenylalanine 0.071 (6.4) 0 .6 6 (6 .0 ) 0 .0 1 2 (6.5)
Tryptophan 0 .2 0 (6 .0) 1.3 (6 .0) 0.025 (6 .0)
Tyrosine 0.04 (6 .0) 1.3 (7.0) 0.028 (6.5)
Alanine 0.00002 (1 .0) 0.007 (6.5) 0 .0 0 12 (6.5)
Uracil 0.047 (2.5) 0.57 (7.0) 1.5 (7.0)
Phenol 0 . 2 1 (7.0) 0 .6 6 (7.0) 0.002 (6.5)
studied
coapound
I i 2 m T W M  rO K T O  ID M ffIFIC *TT«M i cm  t — F O O M 
l*2il l itrtW  iBia ■—«■■■O« itMM\ «aaotronoair
ESR has bean succsssfully used to dstact Irradlatad 
foodstuffs and Is based on the spin properties of the 
unpaired electron in free radical species.
Since one of the sajor effects of Ionising radiation Is 
the production of free radicals, the major application of 
BSR spectroscopy Is in the detection and Identification of 
these species, since the technique has the ability to detect 
the presence of unpaired electrons. An unpaired electron has 
a spin of either a + 1/2 or -1/2 and therefore behaves as a 
small bar magnet. In the presence of an external magnetic 
field, the unpaired electron can align Itself either parallel 
to the field and consequently has two 
possible energy levels^. If electromagnetic radiation of the 
^^■•qusncy Is applied (energy from the microwave 
region) absorption of energy occurs resulting in the 
^ovvmmat of an electron from the lower energy level to the 
upper one. An absorption spectrum is therefore obtained.
Pr«« radicals produced by the Irradiation of food are very 
^^••®tive and tend to be short-lived In an aqueous swdlum. It 
possible, however, for the radicals to becoaw entrapped 
within hard or dry materials (bones, spices or seeds) from 
«rtilch stable BSR signals may be obtained*“^ .^
Previous work has suggested that free radicals may also be 
produced by heating and grinding. Results do however show 
that certain BSR signals in the material becMM more Intense 
with Increasing doses of Ionising radiation, and in addition
th« signal Is distlnguishabla fro« that obtalnsd by fra« 
radicals produced artafactually
BSR spectroscopy has been applied to a wide range of foods 
and BSR signals have been detected in Irradiated chicken 
bone, the exoskeleton of shellfish, spices and fruit seeds^^"^*. 
In addition, the signals were found to reaain after 
storage of the food for up to two weeks. The technique has 
also been used successfully to assess the irradiation status 
•trawberries where the achenes fro« irradiated stra«d>«rry 
exhibited BSR signals characteristic of free radical 
production^®. 
l i ? i i  C h i l l l■ÜJescenoe
Other Methods under developswnt for the identification of 
^*>^*‘*i*^*<* foods include Chaailuainescence (CL) and 
Theraoluainescence^^ (TL). When heterogenous organic solids 
(composed of various substances) are exposed to gamaa- 
>^*dlatlon, light eadsaion occurs either
(a) at the tiaw they c<x m  into contact with an aqueous 
■sdiua, i.e. chesdluadnescence
(b) when they are heated to temperatures between 50-400* C 
i.e. thermoluadnescence.
Both techniques have been reported as reliable identification 
ior gamma-radiatlon-processed spices^®.
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i.a.2 U ) .iOl
Wh«n «olid organic saaplas ara irradiated and subsaguantly 
diaaolvad in water, light is eadtted by thee and oxidising 
agents such as hydrogen peroxide, organic peroxides and 
carbon-centred radicals ara produced. The light is esd.tted in 
short pulses and generally the light yield depends on the 
adeinistered radiation dose. The light can, however, be 
**P^^^^*** by addition of a photosensitizar during the 
dissolution process e.g. lusdnol, a cyclic hydrazide of 3- 
aeinophthalic acid. Lueinol reacts with oxidising agents in 
the saaple and in so doing decoi^wses with light of blue 
emission centred at a wavelength of 424 nm^® (Figure 1.1).
+ N 2
FlQurei.1
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1 .2 .2 <b^ T h T M o l f
Th« TL phanoMnon !■ Initiated whan aolid aubatancaa ara 
aubjactad to ioniaing radiation, and alactrons tranafarrad to 
an axcitad atata return to the ground state with aadaaion of 
light. Gaua-irradiation traataant raaulta in changaa or 
dafacta within the lattica^^.
The valance atata of aolid subatancaa in changed and 
alactrona bacoaa ‘trapped* within the lattice (i.a. 
excitation and ionisation occura). Subsequent to irradiation, 
the discrete energy levels that "trap* alactrons during 
causa TL on heating with the amission of light, 
results in a glow curve which is characteristic of the 
substance under analysis^i. Many dried foods have bean tasted 
by these methods including dried vegetables (asparagus and 
celery), cocoa, milk powder and, most extensively, spicas^^. 
It appears that the origin of TL signals in irradiated foods 
arises primarily frexs inorganic materials Including detrital 
■ ^**•^•1 debris, dust, dirt or salt present as foodstuff 
impurities. In previous studies, the most sensitive samples 
to TL emission were those adxes containing salt and silicate 
minerals^^.
CL and TL techniques seem reliable for the identification 
ot Irradiated foods but are limited to dry food materials. 
Ii2i2 iailTBia of volatiles from liaids
The volatile compounds produced by Irradiation have been 
studied extensively by gas chromatography (amongst other 
techniques) and originate from the lipid fraction of
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foods25»2<. Volatile hydrocarbon gaaes such as pentane and 
ethane, aldehydes, Mthyl and ethyl esters, and free fatty 
acids are well known end-products of lipid peroxidation and 
■•■•ur«*snt in foodstuffs may be indicative of 
The hydrocarbons produced froa irradiated lipid 
ir*ctions of M a t  have been studied in s o m  detail^'^.
The major radiolytic hydrocarbons expected from the 
radiolysis of fatty acids Include the C„_i alkanes (i.e. the 
alkane with one carbon atcmi less than the parent fatty acid), 
the C^_2 alkenes (the alkene with two carbon atoaw less) and 
^n »Id^hydes (the aldehyde containing the s a M  nuad>er of 
carbon atoM as the parent fatty acid). These hydrocarbons 
result from selective cleavage of the free fatty acid and are 
considered to be specific radiolytic products^®. 
iigii illlTfif 9f radigivtio mrodmets derived from
Other prospective tests include the analysis of 
radiolytically-modified nucleosides in DNA after irradiation. 
Ionising radiation causes a variety of effects in DMA 
including chemical modification of the purine and pyrimidine 
"oi^ties. Por example, hydroxylation of guanine and 
cytosine by radiolytically-generated 'OH radical results in 
the formation of 8-hydroxyguanosine and 5-hydroxycytosine 
which have been detected by HPLC coupled with BCD from 
enzyMtically digested DHA^®»®®. Other base products of *0H 
radical attack on DMA include 5,6-dihydroxyuracil, 5- 
hydroxyuracil, and cis-thymine glycol. These have been 
identified/characterised by gas chromatography-mass 
spectroMtry (GC-MS)^^»^^. Recently, thymidine glycol, a DMA
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Irradiation product, has baen studiad in irradiatad whaat and 
in irradiatad calf thywis DMA solution^^.
In addition, radiolytic dasuga to DMA also givas risa to 
singla- and doubla-strand braakagas and this phan<»anon may 
ba of nom» toxicological significanca^^»^®»^®.
1 .2 . 8  AitarMtiva tasts for irradiatad foodstuffs
Raviawad hara ara just a faw of tha aany tasts which ara 
alraady undar inwastigation. Othars includa tha chamical 
analysis of protains with particular rafaranca to tha 
hydroxylation of phanylalanina by ’OH radical^^. 
Carbohydratas, fats and vitamins hava also baan studiad 
axtansivaly^®"®®.
Dua to tba wida divarsity of foods and food coi^nants 
«vailabla, thara is at prasant no singla tast for 
all foodstuffs. Consaquantly, it is nacassary to davalop as 
■any tasts as possibla using a variaty of systams, in ordar 
to allow tha application of aora than one tast if raquirad.
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1.3 AIIM o r  w  ritW lC T
In order to prevent ille^el ia«>orte of irredieted foode 
end to elloe conetwer choice, • aethod of identification ie 
required which can be used to distinguish between irradiated 
and non-irradiated foodstuffs. Por individual foodstuffs, 
several different methods are possible depending on the 
®****^®*1 composition of the food, but no method has yet been 
internationally accepted. The alms of this project enc<mg>ass 
the development of a diagnostic test for irradiated foods.
To demonstrate whether a foodstuff has been treated with 
ionising radiation, it is necessary that a change specific to 
tnkes place within the food. Por foodstuffs 
consisting mainly of water, treatSMnt with ionising radiation 
results in the production of free radicals which react 
extrmely rapidly with a variety of "target" smlecules in 
foods resulting in a number of chemical modifications. Hence 
methodologies which involve the detection of free radical 
intermediates or their stable products may be employed as 
radiation smrkers.
The aim of this project is the detection of 
radiolytically-mediated chemical changes to various 
components in foodstuffs, primarily those attributable to the 
reactions of the hydroxyl radical fOH) generated by gaamw- 
irradiatlon or by the radiolytioally-mlmetic Penton reaction 
*y*^**’ addition, any chemical changes occurring within 
foodstuffs have been supported by studies of chesdcal model 
Suitable candidates for specific radiation induced 
markers are arosMtic cosqpounds, polyunsaturated fatty acids
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and carbohydrataa. Thaaa claaaas of coa^unda ara ubiquitoua 
to Boat fooda.
* of analytical tachnlguaa and procaduraa hava
baan aaployad, and thair potantlal application in tha 
datactlon of Irradlatad foodatuffa la dlacuaaad.
All plant and animal samples Investigated were obtained 
from commercial sources and no taxonomic data is given for 
these species.
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Ch«*ical Idantifioation of aulti-coaiponant food syataas 
raqulras tha praaanca of a aalectiva analytical tachnlqua. 
Tha coaponants of intarast (a.g. aroaatlc coapounda, aithar 
naturally occurring or darlvad froa tha raactiona of 
radlolytlcally-ganaratad *0H radical) ara noraally praaant in 
axtraaaly aaall quantitiaa of parta par billion or laaa. 
Diract analyaia of tha food coagwnanta, whllat daairabla ia 
ganarally not faaaibla. A variaty of aaapla traataanta hava 
baan aiq>loyad coaprialng digaation, aaparation and axtractlon 
prior to analyaia.
Ona poaaibla inatruaantal aathod of analyaia for phanola 
and phanollc acida ia ravaraad phaaa HPLC. Thia tachniqua haa 
aavaral advantagaa ovar othar aathoda. It achiavaa highly 
raaolvabla aaparationa and ia fairly rapid. Ita aanaitivity 
ia dapandant upon tha dataction ayataa ai^>loyad. A variaty of 
datactora may ba aaployad, but tha ona apacifically utiliaad 
in thia atudy ia tha alactrochaadcal datactor (BCD) ainca it 
la particularly aanaitiva to phanollc coapounda. Moat phanola 
ara alactroactiva (thalr oxidation potantiala ranga froa ca. 
♦0.60V to ♦I.IOV) and ara oxidiaad at aolid alactrodaa, for 
tha glaaay carbon alactroda.
'*ltra-violat/viaibla apactrophotoaMtry haa baan appliad to 
tha dataotion of oonjugatad diana lipid hydroparoxidaa (a.g. 
producta of tha paroxidatlon procaaa of c o m  oil) aa thaaa 
raadily ahoa atrong abaorbanca in tha UV ragion. Tha xaro- 
ordar abaorption apactrua of thaaa apaciaa raaulta in a larga 
band which can ba raaolvad by aacond-darivativa
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(2D) spactroacopy.
Hlqh fiald proton MMR apactroacopy haa baan appllad to tha 
analyaia of radiolytically-inducad aodificationa occurring in 
tha chaaical coigwaltion of prawna. Tha application of n«hn 
apin-acho pulaa aathoda to tha analyaia raaulta in apactral 
aiaplificatlon by auppraaaing a larga nuabar of broad 
ovarlapping raaonancaa fraquantly ancountarad in tha NNR 
apactra of biological aaaplaa containing larga 
■acroaMlaculaa.
1^2 M Y M flP -P M M I 1 1 «  m r OliJUKa u o n m  raanaaan«. » . , ,
(MTU:\
Z^l.l Ihaora a t (lUTTMtooraaha
ChroMtography haa baan aaployad aa a aaparatlva 
•®*2ytical tachnlqua. Tha tachniqua involvaa tha p>artitioning 
of tha aaapla mixtura batwaan two Mutually iMaiacibla phaaaa 
(which May ba liquid or aolid). Tha atationary (aolid) phaaa 
ia contalnad within a column and tha aobila (liquid) phaaa ia 
foread undar praaaura through tha column. Tha aampla mixtura 
ia introducad at tha haad of tha column into tha mobila 
phaaa, and aubaaquantly achiavaa an aquilibrlum diatrlbution 
batwaan tha two phaaaa and undargoaa a aariaa of intaractiona 
•• migrataa through tha coluam.
In liquid chromatography tha aaparatad coaqwnanta amarga 
in ordar of Ineraaaing intaraction with tha atationary phaaa. 
In ravaraad-phaaa chromatography tha componanta 
prafarantlally dlatributad in tha mobila phaaa (thoaa with 
high polarity) aluta firat, and thoaa ratalnad atrongly by
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th« stationary phase elute last. The tisM of elution of a
c o g n e n t  (to give a aaxima peak) is tensed the retention 
tis» (ty)*l.
la tera ctive  Feroee in cairo^toaranhv
A nuaber of interactive forces occur between the solute 
■olecules and Molecules of each phase (solvent Molecules) 
resulting in the distribution of the solute between the two 
phases. These forces can be polar, dispersive or ionic.
(a) Polar Interactionst These forces arise froM the presence 
of peraanent or induced dipoles within the Molecule. When two 
adjacent Molecules possess a peraanent dipole, dipole 
orientation occurs (i.e. the positive end of the dipole is 
close to the negative end of the other dipole). For 
energy, orientation of the dipoles should be linear.
(b) Dispersive Interactionsi London dispersion forces/van der 
Waals' forces are relatively weak forces which exist between 
any adjacent pair of atoas or Molecules. Interaction occurs 
due to foraation of a transient dipole between adjacent 
Molecules. Alignaent of Molecules occurs due to unequal 
distribution of electrons within atoas or Molecules.
(c) Ionic Interactions! These occur when separating by ion- 
exchange or ion-pair chroaatography. Ionic coaponents 
****■■•■■^ •“9 • net negative charge or net positive charge are 
•ble to take part in electrostatic interactions^^'*2 , 
ttrq— towranhie «enavti^B
Chroaatographic separation generally involves two 
characteristic features! differential Migration of various
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c o ^ u n d .  in th* sa^l* «nd a spreading of aolecules of a 
given co-pound along the colu-n«. Both processes contribute 
to band broadening, and this is stated in the fora of the van 
^••■ter equation«
H - A  + ByJi + qp 
where
H ” plate height
A - Bddy diffusion which results fro- the inho-ogeneity of 
flow velocities and path lengths around the packing 
particles, it is defined as:
A ■ 2 1 dp
where dp is the particle diaa-ter of the packing and A is an 
unspecified constant of packing unifor-ity and colu-n 
««ually has a nuMrical value in the range 1 - 6  
The A term is therefore a Measure of how well a column is
packed. It is Minimised by decreasing the particle 
diaawter^^.
The B term in the van Oeemter equation accounts for 
longitudinal or axial diffusion, i.e. rando. molecular motion 
of the solute within the mobile phase. It is defined as«
B - 2 y Dm
where y is the tortuo^sity constant which accounts for 
restriction to diffusion by particles and ranges between 0 .0 1
end 1.0. Dm is the solute diffusion coefficient in the mobile 
phase.
The C term describes dispersion due to slow mass transfer 
which occurs because of slow equilibration of the solute 
^^****> hhe mobile and stationary phases.
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fi - average linear velocity of the Mobile phaae.
*” ^*^~*^*"* «^hroMateeranhv
CheMically bonded stationary phases are the most widely 
used column packings in liquid chromatography. The term 
"bonded-phase* describes the attachment of a covalently bound 
organic hydrocarbon moiety to a silica support surface. 
Bonded phase packings are stable under high pressure liquid 
chromatographic conditions.
The siloxane (Si-O-Si-C) type of bond is the standard for 
®**"*^®^*^ bonded phases and is formed by the reaction of di- 
t*^ i“*Uqrl-ailane with the surface silanol groups of the 
hydroxylated silica gel. Equation 2.2. depicts a chlorosilane 
bonding reaction with the silanol groups
O— Si<CH3^R -* -H C I ( 2 . 2 )
The bonded phase can be categorised as either normal (NP- 
BPC) or reversed (RP-BPC). The normal phase utilises the 
attachment of polar moieties to the silica gel surface. The 
reversed-phase describes a hydrophobic, non-polar 
stationary phase consisting mainly of Cb - Cjg (octyl - 
octadecyl) hydrocarbon chains attached to the silica support. 
The hydrophotmity increases with an increase in length of 
the hydrocarbon chain. RP-BPC relies mainly on strong 
hydrophobic interactions between the stationary phase and the 
solute molecule^^.
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Th« r«v«rsed-phas* tachnlqua !• the aoat widely used Mode 
in HPLC and próvidas optiaua retention and selectivity. 
Hydroxylated ar«»atic species are readily separated by this 
technique and detected by electrochemical oxidation.
1^2 W K  / ILlCTWOr— irOI. PrrTTiMi tic / mm i
The combination of these two techniques in analytical 
®***"^*^^y An becoming fairly widespread for the 
identification and quantification of oxidisable and reducible 
organic c o m p o u n d s * ^ T h e  electrochemical detector is 
highly selective. The sensitivity and range of application 
depends on the electroactivity of the compounds of interest.
The BCD detector consists of an electrochemical cell 
equipped with a glassy carbon working electrode (which has an 
operating range from -1.30V in cathodic to +1.50V in the 
anodic range). The counter electrode is made from steel and 
Aha reference electrode is comprised of a silver/silver 
chloride ceramic gel and used to monitor the potential of 
the working electrode (Figure 2.1).
The electrochemical flow cell is based on the "wall-jet" 
principle where a solution from the chromatographic colusui 
flows through a small jet (size 0 .1mm) in the counter 
electrode and Impinges onto the surface of the glassy carbon 
working electrode (which acts as a wall)*^.
This type of cell design provides rapid mass transfer 
consequently results in a high degree of efficiency and 
selectivity, and minimises peak broadening. In addition, a 
cleaning effect is produced on the surface of the glassy 
electrode reducing contamination. The use of glassy
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carbon elactrodaa haa bacoaa incraaaingly popular, 
particularly in tha study of alectrochaalcal oxidations, 
where tha BCD can yield sub nanograa detection limits*®.
Figure 2.1
Oiagram of the Electrochemical cell
Woricing Elsctrede 
‘ Locking Collar
O-aing Ssol 
Glomy Carbon
Inlet Jst
Counter Electrode
Wall-Jet Cell
2. 2.1 a r i e f  T h eorw
In electrochendcal detection, a potential difference is 
applied bet%reen the reference and working electrodes. This 
applied potential is the driving force for the 
electrochemical reaction. An electrochamically active 
substance passes to the electrode which is held at a
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potential aufflclant for electron transfer (either oxidation 
or reduction). In this Banner a current is produced which ia 
proportional to the concentration of the reactant paaalng 
through the cell^*~51.
All Faradaic elactrocheBiatry depends on Faraday's law
Q “ (2.3)
where
Q " nuBber of couloBbs and la directly proportional to the 
nuBber of Boles (N) converted to product 
n - nuBber of electrons involved in the reaction 
F - Faraday constant - 96,486.332 Coul<xid>s/Bole 
Hydrodynaeic voltaBBstry in used to select the optiBal 
®P*^*^^**9 potential for a particular coapound.
For organic substances the initial step in electro­
oxidation involves the foraation of a radical cation*^. The 
greater the stability of this radical cation, the greater the 
»»ith which the exponents are oxidised.
In general, for aroaatic coBpounds, initial electron 
transfer for aroaatic coag>ounds is written as
A r — ^Ar(i+) + né" (2.4)
where
Ar(4+) ■ aroBstic electron deficient species 
n ” nuaber of electrons involved in the transfer
Mines and phenolic species are the aost iaportant
coiçonents to which electrocheaical detection has 
been applied*®»®^.
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For foodstuff hoaogsnstss ths Methodology Involves 
isolation end extraction of acidic, neutral and basic classes 
of phenolic coaponents into an organic solvent (e.g. 
•^i^^hylether or ethylacetate) under appropriate pH 
conditions. The organic solvent is then evaporated to 
dryness, and the residue reconstituted into water or a Mobile 
P®**** controlled pH and then separated by reversed~phase 
HPIiC and detected by ECO.
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2 ilil Thwrr
Identification of organic coapounda by their abeorption 
spectra has been need as a routine analytical procedure for 
■any years. Molecular abeorption in the UV and visible 
regions of the electroawgnetic spectrum is dependent on the 
•^•ctronlc structure of the Molecule.
Absorption of energy is quantised and the total energy of 
a snlecule ie given by
“total ” “el “rot “vlb (2.5)
where
“total “ Total energy of the Molecule
“el ” Electronic energy of the molecule
“rot ” Energy associated with rotation of the Molecule
“vib ” Energy associated with interatomic vibration
transitions are the most energetic and involve 
energies corresponding to OV-vieible radiation. Energy 
absorbed produces an increase in the energy of the molecule 
and résulté in transitions of valence electrons in the 
s»lecule^^»**.
Consequently, «riien OV/visible radiation passes through an 
absorbing subetance, an Interaction between the radiation and 
electrons of the absorbing species sMy take place. This 
absorption résulté in an increase in the energy of the 
«tom, ion or snlecule. For snlecules, the 
valence electrons occupy molecular orbitals of which sigsw {<7) 
•nd pi (>r) molecular orbitals are the most coeswn.
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Absorption of radiation by a aolacula raaulta in tha 
P*"®*®^ ®^** ®^ alactrona froa tha 9round atata bonding or non~ 
bonding aolacular orbitala to axeitad atata, antibonding, 
anlacular orbitala.
lAtrtgOaig ■— rgr litvala AaDraaaatino and
llactronic Tranaltia««
radiation of a apacific fraquaney intaracta with a 
■olacula, tha anargy diffaranca batwaan tha ground atata and 
^ha axcitad atata ia aqual to tha anargy givan by
B ■ hv ■ hc/i (2.6)
whara
" ” fraquancy in Hx 
h ■ Planck'a constant (6.62 x 10^^
^ “ wawalangth in ■
c “ spaad of light in a vacuum (2.998 x 10* a»“ )^
tha first stap involvad in pradicting tha 
absorption spactrua of a »olacula is to considar its bonding 
(ontar) alactrons. Tha outar alactrons of »oat organic
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c o ^ unds ar* usually of thraa typaai alactrona irtiich 
participata in covalant bond foraatlon, n_ alactrona, 
coaponants of doubla and tripla bonda and n- alactrona which 
ara tha non-bonding alactrona aaaociatad with hataroatoaw 
auch aa N and 0 .
Excitation of a-alactrona raquiraa tha highaat aa»unt of
anargy and a--- ^a* alactronlc tranaitiona (for Mlaculaa
containing aingla bonda) la usually rastrictad to tha vacuum 
balow 185 nm. Saturatad coag>ounds containing atoaw 
with unshared alactrons (or non-bonding alactrons) ara
capable of n ---- ma* electronic transitions. Leas anargy is
required relative to that required for tranaitiona and
absorption of radiation in tha UV region is found at longer
wavalangtha, i.a. between 150-250 na. » ---and n _______ aw*
^**"*^^^®"* the least energetic and ara characteristic 
of conjugated aystms^^. Conjugation results in an increase 
in tha number of xorbitals and consequently lowers tha x—mx* 
alactronlc transition. Conjugated diene species ara readily 
detected by UV spectrophotosMtry.
Derivative spectrophotometry has also been alloyed to 
the resolution of overlapping absorption maxima. 
In derivative spectroscopy the first or higher derivative of 
absorbance or transmittance with respect to wavelength is 
recorded veraus the wavelength. This may be represented as 
A ■ fU) (2.7)
then,
dA/dA ” £'{A) ” 1st derivative (2.8)
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and
” f* ( )^ ■ 2nd derivativa (2.9)
The derivativa BMthod resulta in the ability to detect and 
■easure ninor spectral features which are poorly resolved in 
the zero-order (absorbance) spectrue. It is particularly 
useful in detersd-ning the position of a pea)c of interest 
i**terferences from other conponent pea)cs occur^®'^^.
The first-derivative of a zero-order spectrum sMasures the 
change in slope with wavelength. The second-derivative 
spectruBi measures the slope of the first derivative spectral 
components.
Figure 2.2 shows the zero-order spectrum with pea)c (P) and 
it* first (F) and second (S) differentials.
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Fro« Flgur* 2.2 it can ba aaan that tha absorption 
in tha convantional apactrua appaara aa an absorption ainiania 
in tha sacond darivativa apactruai. 
h A  W K  •rmcxKOKorr 
» r i a f  T h a o r a
MMR apactroscopy is basad upon tha aaasuraaant of 
absorption of alactrosM^natic radiation in tha radiofraquancy 
raqion of tha alactrc»agnatic spactru*. In contrast to ultra­
violet and infra-rad absorption spectroscopy, tha nuclei of 
a t e m  are involved rather than tha outer electrons®®.
Tha nuclei of certain atoas have properties of spin, 
■agnatic Boaent and therefore spin angular aoaantua. 
Consequently, they behave as tiny bar aagnats and can 
interact with an externally applied aagnatic field. Ho. In 
tha absence of a aagnatic field the nuclear spins of aagnetic 
nuclei are orientated randoaUy and tha energy states (2I -f 1 
*^ *^®*^ *^ * ■tates, where I “ spin angular quantua nuad>er) are 
degenerate. In the presence of a aagnetic field, alignaent of 
the nuclei occurs (with the field (acre stable) or against 
the field (less stable since energy has to be absorbed to 
"flip" the proton aagnet)), energy states are accessible and 
transitions can be induced by radiofraquency fields*^.
However, the transitions only occur when the aagnetic 
energy gap between the energy levels is exactly the saae as 
the incoaing radiofrequency i.e. B ^ hv
and u . (2.10)
where h >Pltscks constant
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V m Frequmcy (Hz)
“ Strength of nAgnoflc fiold in gnuns (6)
B - Magnetogyric ratio, which for the proton ia 
2.7927 nuclaar aagnatona.
In proton NMR apactroacopy, tha abaorption fraquancy ia 
dapandant on tha aagnatic and alactronic anvironMnta of tha 
nuclai. Protona of a givan anlacula hava diffarant alactronic 
anvironMnta, and thaaa anvironMnta ganarally dataradna tha 
poaition of aignala in a proton NMR apactruja*®. In an appliad 
Mgnatic fiald. Ho, tha alactrona aurrounding tha proton 
nuclaua bagin to oirculata. Thia Mtion ganarataa an inducad 
Mgnatic fiald which oppoaaa tha appliad fiald. Conaaquantly, 
tha nat Mgnatic fiald at tha proton nuclaua ia dijainiahad, 
tha proton ia aaid to ba ahialdad and abaorption occura 
upfiald. If tha inducad Mgnatic fiald rainforcaa tha appliad 
fiald, tha proton la daahlaldad and abaorption ia downfiald. 
Thaaa changaa in abaorption ara rafarrad to aa chaaiical 
ahifta. Ganarally, aa alactronagatlvity of tha aurrounding 
incraaaaa, tha alactron danaity around tha proton 
dacraaaaa raaulting in daahialding*®'*®.
Furtharaora, tha appaaranca of a raaonanca in tha NMR 
apactrua of a particular chaaical coag>onant ia influancad by 
naighbouring hydrogan nuclai. Tha Mjority of MMR apaotra 
appaar aa doublata, triplata, guartata and ao forth, i.a. 
"aplitting* of paaka occura. Thia phanoMnon ariaaa from tha 
■agnatic fiald aaaociatad with aach individual apinning 
naarby proton*®. For axaag>la, an NNR aignal ia aplit into a
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doublet (two peaks) by one nearby proton and into a triplet 
by two nearby protons. Consideri
tertla^
proton
^"sfcjondary
proton
The suignetlc field felt by the secondary proton is influenced 
by the spin of the neighbouring tertiary proton, i.e. 
slightly increased (when tertiary proton is aligned with the 
field) or decreased (when tertiary proton is aligned against 
the field). Consequently, absorption by the secondary proton 
ia shifted slightly downfield for half the aolecule, upfleld 
for the other half and the signal is split into two peaks of 
1 1 1 intensity^^.
Sieilarly, the eagnetic field "felt" by the tertiary 
proton in Influenced by the spin of the two neighbouring 
secondary protons, and its HMR signal is split into three 
peaks of li2tl Intensity. For three nearby protons, the 
MNR signal is split into four peaks, i.a. a quartet.
The NMR spectra of biological sasqiles usually results 
in broad overlapping resonances attributable to relatively 
iaenbile Mcroanlecular species such as proteins. Application 
of the Hahn spin-echo technique suppresses these broad peaks, 
resulting in an MMR spectrusi containing well resolved 
resonances arising from low-eolecular-eass c«q>onents^^.
2.a.a s-fcii a«4n-eche Teohaiaue
The Hahn spin-echo sequence consists of a 90* pulse
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follo*fed by a delay Interval of length r 2 , and a pulae of 
180* followed by a aecond tlaw delay of t 2* It Is cmwaonly 
written as:
D[90*x- T-180*y-T-collect]n (2.11)
A schesMtlc representation of the Hahn spin-echo sequence is 
shown in Figure 2.3*^.
•V' 90
Figur? 23
Behaviour of Nuclear Magnetization 
During Spin-echo Sequence
V’
180*
Echo Maximum
-V'
Due to loss of phase coherence, the ■agnetlsatlon vectors 
in the x'y' plane fan out following the 90* pulse. The Main 
contributing factors are loss of phase coherence from spin- 
spin (transverse) relaxation and magnetic field (Bo) 
Inhomogenlety. Fanning out usually occurs because nuclei in
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parts of th* ■aapl* prscsss at dlffarant rataa, 
«lowr and aoaa faster than the average. Following
the tlaw delay the 180* pulse is applied. This has the
effect of rotating all the Magnetisation vectors by 180* 
about y'. The SMgnetisation vectors continue to process at 
the s a M  rate as before until after a tiae delay Tj , they 
converge and are again in phase in the y' direction. Using 
this technique the effect of field Inhoeogeniety, Ho, is 
eliminated.
Resolution is enhanced by the spin-echo pulse sequence due 
to differences in the relaxation times {T2 ) of different 
®®*P®****ds. For example, a high-molecular-weight macromolecule 
******ily has a short T2 value for its resonances compared 
to those of smaller mobile molecules of higher mobility^^'*^. 
Hence by making '^ 2 long enough in the spin-echo sequence, 
the large overlapping molecule resonances can be eliminated 
from the spectrum leaving a well resolved 'clean* spectrum.
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CbroMtography was parforasd on a Philips PO4015 Pys 
Unicaai HPIX: analytical systra (Caabridgs, England) using an 
Anachaa S50DS1/7397 (Luton, Bsdfordshira) rsvarsed-phasa 
coluan (25 ca x 4.6 aa) with an Anachaa S50DS2/292 (Luton, 
Badfordshira) guard coluan. A 20 jul injection loop (serial 
no. 7125, Rhaodyna. California, USA) was eaq|>loyad.
Detection of phenols and phenolic acids was by 
alactrochaaical oxidation using an EC detector (EG+G Modal 
400, Princeton Applied Rasaach, Maw Jersey) equipped with a 
glassy carbon working electrode and a Ag/AgCl reference 
electrode. A strip chart recorder (serial no. 196, Perkin 
Elaer) was used with a chart speed of 5 aa/ain.
The aobile phase consisted of 3.0 x 10~^ aol da~^ sodiua 
citrate/ 2.7 x 10“  ^ aol da”  ^ sodiua acetate buffer and 
aethanol (% exposition variable) and was continuously purged 
with heliua gas during elution, (pH 4>7S),
Dltra-violet/visible spectrophotosMtry was perforsMd on a 
coaaercial single beaa Philips PU8740 spectrophotoaeter 
(Caabridge, England).
Proton NMR aeasureaents on prawn supernatants were 
conducted on a JEOL JRM-GSX 500 (University of London 
Intercollegiate Research Service, Bioaedical MMR centre, 
Birkbeck College, London, U.K.) speotrosMter operating at 500 
MHz for ^E (probe tem>erature 22*C). Proton NMR aeasureswnts 
of eheaical aodel systeas and standard aaino acids were 
conducted on a Bruker MB 400 MMR spectrosMter (University of 
London Intercollegiate Research Service, Queen Mary and
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Weatflald Collag«, London. U.K.) aqulppad with a Brukar 
Aspact 3000 data ayatm, oparatlng in quadratura dataction 
Boda at 400 MHz for
All aolvanta uaad war« of HPLC or spactroacopic grad« and 
purchaaad froai BDH Chaaicals Ltd. (Pool«, Doraat). Standard 
phanolic acida, linolaie, linolanic , 2-thiobarbituric acida, 
L-Mthionina and DL-aMthionina aulphoxida war« obtainad froai 
Sigma Chamical Company. All othar raaganta uaad war« of tha 
highaat poaaibla grad« and obtainad from commarcially 
availabla aourcaa. All food aaaplaa war« purchaaad locally.
Standard aolutiona of tha phanolic acida (1.0 x 10~^ mol 
dm~^) gallic, protocatachuic, gantiaic, aalicylic, 4- 
hydroxybanzoic, catachol, vanillic, aalicyluric, 3,4- 
dihydroxybanzaldahyda and aacorbic acid war« praparad in 
HPIx:-grad« watar containing 0.05 mol dm~^ BCl.
Oxidativa dagradation of linolaic and linolanic acida, 
and 'Mazóla* corn oil waa initiated by a Fanton ayatam 
containing BDTA. The final concentration of each reagent 
conaiatad of (1) BDTA (1.0 x 10~^ mol dm~^, 67 Ail)r (2) H2O2 
(3.3 X 10~^ mol dm~^, 22 ;ul) and (3) F«S04 (1.0 x 10~^ mol 
dm~^, 67 ;ul) each added to the aanplaa in the given ordar. 
Thia ayatem initiataa the peroxidation of PUFAa by 
generating tha highly reactiva 'OB radical.
All foodatuffa were guamil-irradiated uaing a Cobalt-60 
aourca (Department of Immunology, Royal London Hoapital 
Medical Collage). Sample« war« irradiated at doaaa of 2.8 and
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5<0 kGy (dos* 4.76 Gy/aln.) and for aach saapla a non~
irradlatad control was alao analyaad.
lihl— ntaoiic *gid AnalTaia la Calar» «M  «tranfaarr^ i 
latractlon
^^^^•''barry and calary saaplas ware weighed and then 
ho*09«nieed with 10 al water/aethanol (80<20, (v/v)). The
•lurry wae centrifuged for 30 ainutee at 2500 r.p.a. After 
centrifuging, an internal standard (ealicyluric acid) at a 
fixed concentration, wae added to aliquot« (5 ml) of the 
aquaoue layer. Bach aliquot wae then treated with sufficient 
HCl and the pH adjusted to approxlaately 2.0 and then 
extracted with three 2 al portions of dlethylether (HPLC- 
grade) for 10 ainutes on a reciprocal shaker. The coabined 
ether extracts were evaporated to dryness under nitrogen and 
the rmaining residue reconstituted with water or 0.10 aol 
da“  ^ HCl prior to injection on the liquid chroaMtograph. A 
■^^***’* oi standard phenolic acids were also injected and the 
retention tlaes for each detarained. The electrochealcal 
datector potential was set to +0.85 V. The extraction 
of the internal standard and arosuitic coapounds 
was also determined.
2 .7.a
^ series of standard phenolic acids of increasing 
concentration were injected onto the coluan and their peak 
heights at each concentration noted. The internal standard
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concantratlon in ««ch alxtur* of phonolle aclda was kapt 
constant. Calibration curvaa war# conatructad by plotting tha 
ratio of paak haight of tha standard to tha peak haight of 
tha intarnal standard against tha concantration of coag>ound.
Bydrodynaalc voltaMograas wara also constructad (plots of 
paak haight varsus alactrochaaical potantial of tha datactor 
at a fixad concantration of coapound) both for tha standard 
phanolic acids and tha saapla coaponants of stra«d>arry and 
calary.
a.7.3 ■TdroaylatiQB of Pbanolie acids
Phanolic acids (1 al) of concantration 5 x 10“^ s»I da“  ^
wara subjactad to hydroxyl radical attack ganaratad by tha 
Fanton systaa. Tha aixturas wara incubatad at rooa 
^•■P*r*tura for 1 hour aftar which an intamal standard (at 
fixad concantration) was addad. Tha aixtura was than injactad 
diraotly onto tha coluan for analysis. Tha aobila phasa 
coaposition was a citrata/acatata buffar and swthanol aixtura 
(9515 v/v), and tha alactrochaaical datactor potantial wan 
sat at + 0.85 (pH 4-7S tiuffsr).
2x1x1-- lagarbaf (YitMlin Cl kaalwsis is Irradiatad
•trawbarrw
Bach strawbarry saapla was waighad, hoaoganisad and 
cantrifugad (as dasoribad in saotion 4.3.1). Tha aquaous 
layar (aftar cantrifuging and acidifying) was diractly 
injactad onto tha colustn and analysad for ascorbata. Tha 
alactrochaaical datactor potantial was sat at -f0.40 V.
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2 .7 .8  t t o a  o f  Cwi1»a«t*d
Cyclohcxan« solutions of s cossMrcial brand of corn oil 
(Irradiated) and standard linoleic and linolenic fatty acids 
were analysed for conjugated diene signals using a Philips 
PU8740 spectrophotoeMter. The extracts were scanned in the 
200-255 na wavelength range and zero-order (absorbance) and 
second derivative (2D) spectra were recorded.
(a) C o m  Oil Analysis
Control and irradiated sai^>les of corn oil (10^1) were 
diluted guantitatively to 5 nl with cyclohexane (HPLC-grade) 
and analyeed by ultra-violet/visible spectrophotosMtry. Since 
lipid peroxidation can also be stimlated by nany other 
factors, saig>les of the corn oil were subjected to the 
following treatnentsi
(a) a non-irradiated aa^ple of corn oil was exposed to air 
at room tenperature for a period of 24 hours
(b) a non-irradiated sanple of corn oil was heated to 60*C 
for 20 hours.
The nature and extent of peroxidation resulting fro« these 
three treatsMnts was «assured by annitoring conjugated diene 
signals over a period of ti«e by UV spectroscopy. Bach 
treatawnt was coeparad to a control saaple kept at roc« 
tenperature.
(b) Standard Patty held Analysis
Peroxidation of linoleic and linolenic acids (of 
concentration 6.40 x 10”  ^«ol d«~^) was initiated by hydroxyl 
radical generated by the Fenton systen. Bach fatty acid
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(IOaiI) was sonicatsd with a 2 wl aliquot of water (HPLC- 
grade) and the Fenton reagents were added sequentially in the 
specified order. The solution was extracted with a 5 sd 
aliquot of chlorofon (BPLC-grade). The chloroform extract 
(containing the fatty acids) was evaporated under nitrogen 
and the residue reconstituted with cyclohexane (5 ml).
The cyclohexane-reconstituted lipid/chloroform extracts of 
linoleic and linolenic fatty acids were analysed for 
conjugated diene signals.
2.7.« Thiobarfalturtc acid Test 
(a) Felyamsaturated fatty acids (FOFAs)
The TBA test was performsd on linoleic and linolenic fatty 
acids, and also on sasq>les of the corn oil subjected to the 
▼cfious peroxidation treatsMnts. In each cane a control and a 
psroxidised sample was reacted with TBA.
Bach sample (10 a*1) was sonicated with a 2 ml aliquot of 
water (HFI£-grade). The Fenton system reagents were then 
added. The mixture was treated with glacial acetic acid 
3 ml) and 1% thiobarbituric acid (1 sd.), and the mixture 
heated at 95*C for a period of 15-20 min. for the developswnt 
of a pink-coloured chromogen. The spectrum of each saaqple was 
recorded in the 350-700 nm wavelength region.
(b) Carbohydrates
The TBA test was carried out on a range of sugars and 
compounds putatively derived from their radiolytic damage. 
The cosqpoundn investigated were glucose, fructose, sucrose, 
lactose, maltose, galactose, ribose, arabinose, 2-
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Deoxyrlbos*, glyoxal, gluconic acid, glycaraldahyd* and 
glycollaldahyda. Solutlona of concentration 1 . 0  x 10~^ aol 
dn~^ ware prepared and 1.00 ml aliquots subjected to an OH 
radical flux generated by the Fenton system prior to analysis 
with TBA.
2.7.7 AaalTsis of Frawn «noematants be HMK ■pectroscoow
(a) Fxeparatlon of Frawn Sample Snpemataats
The prawn sasg>les (either fresh shelled or frozen de- 
shelled) were weighed, homogenised In 10 ml of doubly- 
distilled water and then centrifuged at 3,800 r.p.m. for a 
period of 30 min. After centrifuging, a 7.0 ml aliquot of 
the clear supernatant was divided Into ten 0.70 ml portions. 
All saiq;iles were labelled and five were subjected to gamma- 
irradiation treatment (5.0 kGy). The remaining five of these 
•emples served as non-lrradlated controls.
(b) SNA Msasureawats on Prawm Sapemataats
0.60 ml of hosK>ganlsed prawn supernatant (untreated or 
9emma-lrradlated) were transferred to a 5 mm diameter NMR 
tube, to which was added 0.08 ml deuterium oxide (^8 2 8). The 
Hahn Spin-echo sequence was repeated 128 times and chesdcal 
shifts ware referenced to external sodlum-3- 
(trl*ethylsllyl)-l-propanesulphonate (T8P, Sm o.OO ppm).
(e) Measursmaats oa Chemical Model Systems
Standard solutions of L-methlonlne and DL-methlonlne 
sulphoxlde of concentration 0 .1 0 s»l dm~^ were made up In 
doubly-distilled water. 0.60 sd. of each sample was placed 
Into a 5 am dlasmter MUR tube, to which was added 0.07 ml of
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3.1 AMOMM ic r o a o r r iATTnM
Th« hydroxyl radical (a priaary radiolytlc spaclas) la an 
alactrophillc reagent capable of attacking aroaatlc 
coapounds. It aay be produced chealcally by reaction between 
two reagents (e.g. Pe^* end HjOj in the Fenton 
reaction,equation 3.1), photochealcally by UV light, or 
radlolytlcally by high energy ionising radiation*.
Pe2+ + HjOj *0H + Ps3+ + OH" (3.1)
fission of the 0“~0 bond in the H2O2 SMlecule 
(in the presence of a aetal ion catalyst) produces the 
hydroxyl radical (13H). In biological systMU, IOH radical 
production has been postulated to result froa the interaction 
the superoxide radical anion (02~) with hydrogen peroxide 
(H2O2) in the presence of chelated aetal ions, traces of 
which are present in certain biochealcal systeas®*'®®. The*0H 
radical is extreaely reactive and is capable of reacting with 
any aolecule present in biological systeas.
In unsaturated c<aq>ounds free radicals are capable of 
initiating reactions such as polyaerisation or hydrogen 
abstraction. In aroaatic com>ounds (e.g. phenols, phenolic 
acids and the aaino acid phenylalanine), the ‘OH radical 
reacts predosdnantly by addition to the ring resulting in the 
foraation of a aixture of hydroxylated products®®. The extent 
of the cheaical reaction in any systea depends upon the dose 
of gaasw-radiation applied.
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j x M a n M X M i
Th« Mchanisa of aroMatic hydroxylation has baan 
praviously studlad in some datail*^. Tha raaction of tha 
hydroxyl radical with aronatic conpounds procaads by an 
alactrophilic substitution swchanisn. Tha \)H radical reacts 
with banzana and substituted benzenes by addition to tha ring 
(a hydrogen atoai is substituted and tha raaction involves tha 
rata- daternining formation of an intarnadiata) and tha 
pattern of 'OH attachsMnt to the ring is dependant upon tha 
alectron-donating/withdrawing properties of tha 
substituents^^.
Tha raaction with benzene illustrates tha general 
behaviour of unsaturatad and aromatic molecules. The raaction 
of tha hydroxyl radical with an aromatic nucleus (a raaction 
characteristic of tha primary species) initially yields tha 
hydroxycyclohaxadienyl radical*’, (aquation 3.2).
+  'OH (3.2)
radical is rapidly oxidised to phenol in tha presence of 
* suitable oxidant, a.g. a transition swtal ion complex, 
(aquation 3.3).
OH (3.3)
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Th* hydroxyl radical reacts with banzana at a dlffualon- 
liaitad rata of kj " 8x10* ■lol"^  d«^ a~l ( whara kj i* tha 
■econd-ordar rata constant i.a. rata - k2 rOHJ [banzana]) and 
with phanol (kj - 1.4x10^° aol'^ d»^ ,-lj. ^ha prasanca of 
the -OH group in phanol directs tha polar *OH radical to tha 
para, ortho (pradosdnantly) and nets positions in a ratio of 
9«6:1 to initially for» dihydroxycyclohaxadianyl radicals^^.
Di^rs of hydroxycyclohaxadianyl radicals can also for* 
from "OH radical attack on benzene by recombination, 
eliminating water to yield biphenyl (equation 3.4).
OH
---------------- ^  PRODUCTS
(3.4)
» + 2H p
R aeries of complex reactions are therefore initiated. 
Hydrated electrons and hydrogen atoms also react with 
aromatic cosq>ounds (equations 3.5 and 3.6).
For example.
+  *i,- +  0H‘ (3.5)
k ,  - 1.3 X 10* m ol-1 dm3 .-1
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H'
(3.6)
IC2 - 9-1 X 10=* nol"^ d«J 
Th* product« forawd by the cyclohexadlenyl radicals ganerated 
above (equations 3.5 and 3.6) Include cyclohexadienes and 
reduced biphenyls^. Discussion here however, has been limited 
to the reactivity of the hydroxyl radical.
3 .3  n O T M T M W T rM . OtIPhTIOM OT *wwmmM
Hydroxylated arcxaatic species are readily identified and 
separated from other phenolic constituents present in 
extracts of plant-derived foodstuffs by reversed phase HPLC 
and detected by electrochemical oxidation®®'®*'^®. One major 
characteristic property of phenols and phenolic coa^nents is 
their facile oxidative conversion to quinone species. As the 
number of hydroxyl groups increase and hence the polarity of 
the compound, phenolic compounds become more susceptible to 
oxidation. Oxidation occurs by a one-electron abstraction. 
For example, for phenol itself oxidation results in the 
generation of a phenoxy radical. One pathway involves the 
initial formation of a phenoxide anion (by heterolytic 
cleavage of the 0-H bond in phenol (a) equation 3.7), and the 
phenoxyl radical, (c) results either from the loss of 
hydrogen atom or the loss of an electron from the 
corresponding phenoxide anion^^, (b).
.3 .-1
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(3.7)
(C)
Th« phenoxld« anion la resonance stabilised by delocalisation 
of the unpaired electron over the aroswtic ring.
The hydroxylation of phenol takes place alsKJst exclusively 
at the o- and p- positions (i.e. the -OH group is o/p 
directing' ^ , and to a lesser extent at the jb- position 
(9:6:1 for p:o:m product concentration ratio).
OH1 OH1é OH- •  élOJ
PMenoi catectToi hydroquinon«
(3.8)
Both catechol and hydroquinone undergo oxidation and in so 
doing are converted to the corresponding o- and p- quiñones. 
The reaction generally consists of a one-electron transfer 
with the formation of a seadquinone radical (equation 3.9).
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(3.9)
.OH
-2 H
oQuinone
A H  phanols and phanolic acids have a characteristic optlsnia 
redox potential at which oxidation occurs, and thus the 
technique of electrochesiical detection has the necessary 
**3*ctivlty required in the detection of these cosq>ounds•
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l â BKWCTTtMi tm'tm »mitTrat. t» «TWi-naTr»!. «TtTTMf
Sine* hydroxyl radloals ar« vary highly raactlva, proving 
thair radiolytic ganaration in biochaaical aystaas ia 
corraspondingly difficult. Tha formation of tha *0H radical 
has baan pravioualy invaatigatad in a numbar of atudiaa by 
invaatigating ita raactiona with a ranga of compounda, 
including ita ability to dagrada tryptophan^^, convart 
nathional to athana^^ and daoxyriboaa to thiobarbituric acid- 
reactiva amtarial^^.
An altarnativa approach in which *0H radicala can ba 
convaniantly datactad ia by thair ability to hydroxylata 
•roawtic coapounda, of which aalicylic acid and phanol ara 
tha moat axtanaivaly atudiad. Tha hydroxylatad producta hava 
baan datactad by coloriiMtry^*, gaa-liquid chroawtography (a 
Mthod for tha aaparation of hydroxylatad producta of phanol 
involving pra-column darivatiaation^^) and mora convaniantly 
by high parforxMnca liquid chroMtography (HPIX:) couplad with 
alactrochamical dataction In tha majority of 
syatama atudiad, radical production waa achiavad by tha 
Fanton raaction or by a auparoxida radical-ganarating ayatam.
Furthanaora, tha tachniqua of aroawtic hydroxylation haa 
baan amployad in madically-oriantatad atudiaa aa a maana of 
maaauring*OH radical production in vltro^*»*® and in vlvo®^.
Tha raaction of *0H radical with a ranga of bioa»laoulaa in 
foodatuffa may alao raault in tha formation of hydroxylatad 
producta. SoaM of thaaa producta may ba uniqua to irradiatad 
tooda and conaaquantly may ba uaaful aa markar anlaculaa for 
thair dataction.
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A wld* rang* of aroMtlc coMpounds gsA found to occur In 
various foodstuffs (Tabla 3.1). For axaapla, foods containing 
or darivad fron plant tissuas contain phenols such as 
catachol, and phenolic acids such as salicylic, 4- 
hydroxybanzolc, gallic and gantisic acids, s m m  of which have 
bean identified in plant Mtarials and cc»sMrcial beverages 
by HPLC coupled with The suitability of these
species as araawtic detector wolecules for irradiated foods 
depends prlawrlly upon the nature and extent of the products 
generated by 'OB radical attack.
Attack of *OB radical aay result in hydroxylation, 
decarboxylation or dehydrogenation of arosMtic coagmunds. For 
exaaple, attack of*0H radical on salicylic acid produces 2,3- 
dibydroxybensoate (49%), 2,S-dihydroxybensoate (40%) by 
hydroxylation and catechol (11%) by decarboxylation^^' 
(Figure 3.1). 2,3-dihydroxybenxoate has been proposed as a
Barker of *0H radical production in vivo.
Another coaipound which has been studied extensively as an 
aroawtlc detector Bolecule is the naturally occurring amino 
acid phenylalanine, present in proteins of various meat 
products. Hydroxylation of phenylalanine results in the 
forMtion of 3 isoawrst para-, ortho- and mete- tyrosine, and 
hydroxylation of p-tyrosine leads to the formation of 3,4- 
dlhydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA*^'^^). P- Tyrosine and DOPA are 
found to occur naturally in non-irradiated meat tissues and 
are therefore not used as radiolytlc markers^*^. However, o- 
and m- tyrosine isomers of phenylalanine have been proposed
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as markers of irradiation^^, although vary small levels of 
these isoaMrs have been reported to occur naturally in non- 
irradiated meat^^. This may be attributable to the presence 
of the enzyme tyrosine hydroxylase which is known to produce 
small quantities of these compounds^^. Radiolytlc 
modifications of other aromatic amino acids such as 
tryptophan and tyrosine have also been studled^^.
PlQUre 3.1
ON
*0H RADICAL ATTACK ON SALICYUC ACID
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t-A.i attack am DM4
DMA is an la|>ortant target for attack of t>H radical and la 
found to occur In a large nuadoar of foodatuffa. For axaag>la. 
It la praaant In calf thyania (2.3%), aMat and liver (0.2- 
0.4%), and flah (0.2%).
DMA la a long chain polyawr built up by the extended 
repetition of deoxyrlbonucleotldea, each coapoaed of a 
purine and pyrladdlne base, a S-Carbon sugar (2-deoxy-D- 
rlbose) and a phosphate group. The preferential site of 
attack of radlolytlcally-generated hydrated electrons (e^g) 
and hydrogen atosM {ft) Is with the base anletles. However, 
for the ‘OH radical, 25% of the reaction la with the sugar 
coaponent although the aajor reaction occurs with the base 
aoletles^^.
"OH attack on DHA results In a nuaber of chealcal 
In particular free radical-induced base dasuige 
to DHA. In previous studies, the 'OH radical has been 
generated by ferric Ion chelates In the presence of hydrogen 
peroxlde^^. Daaage to DNA results In the release of a large 
»uaber of aodlfled purine and pyrlaldlne base products which 
have been Identified by the use of gas chrosMtography and 
aass spectrosMtry (GC-IIS^^»^^).
The free radicals generated aay also cause oxidation of 
the deoxyrlbose aolety In DHA. Oxidation results In the 
foraatlon of aialondlaldehyde (NDA) which reacts with 
thlobarblturlc acid (TBA) to f o n  the 2>1 TBA-NDA adduct, 
adduct can ]»e Identified by chrosMtographlc technlgues
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together with abeorbence or fluorescence spectroscopy^^. MDA 
is also a product of the lipid peroxidation process’ .^
In addition, the *0H radical can also cause single and 
double strand breakages in the DNA Molecule (i.e. scission of 
the sugar-phosphate bond occurs, an event probably induced by 
the sugar radicals^^). These sugar radicals are fonsed by 
hydrogen abstraction, which can occur at all five positions 
of the sugar snlecule (Figure 3.2). The sugar radical (1) 
•l^*i“*tes the phosphate ester anion at the C-3 and C-5 
thereby breaking the chain and fonslng a radical 
®*^^®® (2). This radical cation forms another radical (3) and 
•li*»inati®n of a second phosphate group then occurs. The 
radical is eventually terminated in disproportionation 
with other radicals. Ring opening occurs followed 
by the elimination of the base leading to DMA strand 
breakage^^.
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compound* mrm not the only •paciea attacked by *0H 
radicala. Indeed, certain coapounds of nutritional 
■Igniflcance aay also be affected, for exaaple, vltaalns. 
***•■• generally divided Into water- or fat-aoluble 
vltaalns, l.e. the aedlua in which they are soluble 
determines the possible types of radical reactions in which 
they participate. The two most studied vitasdns are vitaadn C 
(water-soluble) and vitamin B (or tocopherols, fat-soluble) 
as both are extremely radiation sensitive and are chemically 
aodlfied following irradiation®®'*®.
C (ascorbic acid) is abundant in fruits and 
vegetables (for exaiq>le strawberries contain 50mg of vitamin 
C per lOOg weight of fruit). Sosw is also found in animal 
products including milk, liver and kidney at concentrations 
of 10-300ug/g*®. The ascorbate ion is an important naturally 
occurring radical scavenger and consequently offers some 
protective mechanism against radical species (for example, 
the superoxide radical anion, and the t)H radical) which 
aay form in biochemical systems. In addition, it is a 
Po»*>^iul electron donor (reducing agent) and is readily 
destroyed due to its ability to act as a powerful 
antioxidant**. It reacts rapidly with lOB radical (produced by 
radiolysis of water) to form the semi-dehydroasoorbate 
radical which disproportlonates to ascorbate and 
dehydroascorbate. Dehydroascorbate is itself unstable and 
breaks down to L-threonic and oxalic acid by a complex
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■echanisa (Figure 3.3).
Many etudlea have shown that irradiating fruits and 
vegetables causes substantial depletion of vitamin C 
content^®' . The extent of loss is dependent upon the dose
of irradiation and its pre-lrradlatlon concentration98
X3H  +
AscerSlc Acid Seeldehfdreaaeerhete
Radical A cid
ROCIj.ani.CMM.CO^N • ROiC.COjld- 
L*1hreeaic Acid Oaallc Acid
•«10 4. M.GM.S.S.COtl 
oikste-i.-gulonic acid
Figure 3.3
HPI/: in cosdiination with BCD has been utilised for the 
identification and quantification of phenolic constituents 
present in extracts of celery and strawberry homogenates 
prior and subsequent to gamsut-irradiation.
The hydroxylated products produced by *0H radical attack on 
standard phenolic acids have also been analysed by these 
techniques. The results obtained are outlined and discussed 
in the next section. Additionally, the vitamin C content of 
atrawberries prior and subsequent to gamma-irradiation 
treatment has also been detersüLned.
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Ixi.
— iTdroCTlatitm a< »tfolie >oid«
A wid« rang* of phanolic acids axa known to occur in 
fruits and vagatablas. Bxposura of thesa spaclas to a sourca 
of ionising radiation rasults in tha foraation of 
hydroxylatad phanolic coagmnants. Prior to tha analysis of 
Irradlatad saaplas of plant-darivad foodstuffs, standard 
solutions of naturally occurring phsnolic acids wars traatad 
with a hydroxyl radical flux ganaratad by tha Fanton systaa. 
Tha products of hydroxyl radical attack on aach phanolic acid 
wara datarainad by coaparlsons of thair ralatlva ratantion 
tiMS to thosa of standard phanolic acids.
— fil— jQl__Kadieal oa 4-Mwdroxwbaaioie and
Protocataohaio acids
Figura 3.4 shows tha chrcxutograa of a aixtura of standard 
phanolic acids (Including salicyluric as tha intarnal 
standard (IS) at a concantration of 2.00 x 10“* aol da“^). 
Thair ralatlva ratantion tlaas (undar tha axpariaantal 
conditions statad) ara shown in Tabls 3.2. Figuras 3.5(a) 
and (b) show tha chroawtograas of a standard control saapla
♦“hydroxybansoic acid (4-BB) and a corrasponding saiqtla 
subjactad to tha *OH radical ganarating systaa.
A cc^parison of Figuras 3.5(a) and (b) dasK>nstratas that 
as a consaquanca of *OH radical attack, tha concantration of 
4-HB dacraasas fr«» 440 jiM to 6.0 ;uM, with tha forMtion of 
a naw paak "b*, tha ralativa ratantion tisM of which is 
0.372. This paak is attributabla to protocatachuic acid (for
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standard PCA tha ralatlva ratantlon tlaa la 0.370). Ita 
calculatad coneantratlon in tha t>B radical-aodlflad aaapla is 
62 >iM^(tyaical chrautagnia for 1=10 MermiaotioK),
Consaquantly, attack of *OH radical on 4-HB ylalds 
protocatachulc acid (PCA). Paak "a" in Flgurs 3.5(b) la 
attrlbutabla to hydrogan paroxida utiliaad in tha Fanton 
raactlon syataa. PCA aay ba furthar attackad by *0B radical 
raaultlng in tha production of 1,2,4-trlhydroxybansana 
(1»2,4~TBB). Although thara la no diract avidanca for this 
raaction, l,2f4~TBB la an axpactad product arising via a 
dacarboxylation Mchanlssi. Thasa raactions ara dapictad in 
Flgura 3.5(c).
*GH
Figure 3.g<n
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nmiM I O
W tll t i Y t B t t M t i o a  T i—  Of nfmnAmra >h«no l l e  MoLAm i n  F l « . r «
h u i
Phenolic Acid
GA - Gallic 0.236
6BN m Gentisic 0.309
PCA “ Protocatochuic 0.370
SA ” Salicylic 0.521
4-HB ■ 4-Bydroxy- 0.585banaoic
IS ” Internal Standard 1.000
3,4- OBB ■ 3,4-Dihydroxy- 1.203benzaldehyde
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Figure 3.5
d) 4-HB
IS
(b)
• t t f f i t i o n  tM in  ( m in ) "  — — — ^  • ’» i ---------- - j
¡2Si“ of °4-*hV  ecd' »' • - f n a T .  oo^rol
iA)
IS
4-HB a
t t t t n t w n  t m i f  irm n .)
Reversed phase HPLC chromatogram of a sample of 4-HB subjected to "OH radical attack. ECD potential -t-O.aSv and sensitivity 0.2juA. Relative retention time of 4-HB = 0.580- PCA = 0.372
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(fc) A U W k  9f ’OM K«dic»l oa ««llcnrllts
A .uitabl. and moat atudiad aromatic coa^KJund frequently 
used as a detector molecule for 'OH radical activity is 
salicylic acid (SA) 76,78,85.
chromatograms of standard control SA, (a) and a saaq>le 
subjected to 'OH radical attack, the products of which were 
detected at an oxidation potential of +0.85 V, (b) and at 
+0.65 V, (c). The products of hydroxyl radical attack on SA 
include 2,3- and 2,5- dihydroxybenzoates (2,3 and 2,5-DHB) 
and catechol70 (crC), (Figure 3.6(d)). Both CTC and SA have 
the same retention time (under the experimental conditions 
specified in Figure 3.6(b)) and are therefore distinguished 
by their difference in oxidation potential. Table 3.3 shows 
the comparison of Figures 3.6(a), (b) and (c) and Figure 3.7 
shows the chromatogram of a standard mix of phenolic acids 
containing 2,3-DHB and CTC.
AS a consequence of -QH radical attack, the concentration 
of SA decreases from 3 1 0 ^  in the control sample to 64.5 juM 
in the treated one (Figures 3.6(a) and (b)). Figure 3.6(c) 
shows the chro«togram of the treated SA sample run at an 
oxidation potential of 0.65V. At this potential SA is not 
detectable and peak ’d* corresponds to CTC only.
^  CO.M oe
jir -.
SA 200H B  2.SDHB CTC
FJgure 3.6(d)
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R«v«ra«d phasa HPLC chroMatograa of a atandard control 
aanpla of aallcylic acid. ECO potantlal +0.86v and aanaltivlty 5 uA.
( t t
Ravaraad phaaa HPLC chroaMtograa of a -----
¡" ’«Lv*“!:- «rii;
(Q
>atata buffar, pH >, 
■ta of 1 .0  Ml Min~\ 75 and 5« (v/v)
aodluM 
aathanol at a flow
»»•'^aad phaaa HPLC chroMatogrM of a aMola of aai irvi'tr­
aci d aubjactad t o ‘OH ral^cal attackTECD oiìdit^on 
potantlal at ■fO.SSv and -fO.eSv. ECO aanaltivity: 0.5 uA.
Ti l i ii  1 1 iT f lw i Tl Mti gB r r e g a r t f  q « a « r« t« d  f « »  th «  
9 f««licylie gg— Kaaigil}— a COMPariaon of feh«
riopT* 3.« control datactad at -fO.SB v
Coa^nants Ralativa ratantlon Concantration of Acid
t l M (Haximin Sanaitivity 0.5 juA)
SA 0.521 310 h M
IS 1.000 25 juM
fioara 3.g -ihl - Salicylic hydroxylatad datactad at +0 .8 5 v
C«^>onantB Ralativa ratantion Concantration of Acid
tiXM (Maxiaua Sanaitlvity 0.5;uA)
0.132 36 /IN
b- 2,30HB 0.262 45.5 juM
c- 2,5DHB 0.307 6.0 jtM
d- SA 0.516 64.5 /iM
IS 1.000 26.0 /iN
tiamxm 3.6 - -Salicylic hydroxylatad dataetad at +0 .6 5 v
Coaf>onanta Ralativa ratantlon Concantration of Acid
tiaa (MaxiMui Sanaitivity 0.5 jiA)
paak d 0.525 25.0 juM
IS 1.000 26.0 juM
Paak d - CTC - eatachol - ----------------
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Figure 3.7
GEN
Reversed phase HPLC chromatogram of a standard mix of phenolic acids. Relative retention time for 2,3-DHB = 0.260 and for CTC = 0.523. ECO potential at 0.65v.
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(g) I t t M k  o f  *01 K adio«! on 3 .4 - Di>Tdroanrb«nm«ld«h^d«
Attack of 'OH radical on 3,4-dlhydroxybenzaldehyda (3,4- 
DHB) raaults in the formation of a ccxnpound with a relative 
retention time of 0.37 (Figures 3.8(a) and (b)). Although the 
P*’*®i** identity of this compound ia unclear, it appears that 
from HPLC relative retention time data and the 'spiking* 
technique (data not shown) that this cosq>ound is likely to 
be PCA.
Proton and carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
spectra of 3,4-DHB before and after exposure to an*OH radical 
generating system provided further evidence that PCA M y  
indeed be a product derived from *OH radical attack on 3,4- 
DHB.
Figures 3.9(a), (b) and (c) show the MMR spectra
obtained for control saaq>les of (a) 3,4-DHB and (b) PCA and 
(c) a sample of 3,4-DHB following treatment with the 
Fe(II)/BDTA/H202- radical-generating system. The chemical 
shift values for the functional groups in the samples studied 
are listed in Table 3.4. The resonance at 197 p{»i (Figures 
And (c)), attributable to the aldehyde group carbon in 
3,4-DBB, markedly decreases in intensity following treatment 
oi 3,4-DHB with an'OH radical. In addition, the signal at 126 
PI* (marked by the arrow. Figure 3.9(b)) in control PCA, is 
also present in the spectrum of treated 3,4-DBB (Figure 
3.9(c)), indicating the formation of PCA from 3,4-DHB 
subsequent to *0H radical attack. This resonance was absent in 
spectra of control 3,4-DHB.
Figures 3.9(d), (e) and (f) show the proton NMR spectra
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obtained for the three eanples. The proton of the aldehyde 
group (in 3,4-DHB) absorbs far downfield at 9.63 ppa. The 
intensity of this resonance was found to decrease 
substantially following attack of *0H radical attack on 3,4- 
DHB. These signals are broad, a consequence of iron (III) 
chelation by 3,4-OHB and any products derived froa the 
interaction of OH on this nolecule.
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phase HPLC chromatogram of owun. dihydroxybanzaldahyde (a) before (ECO sensitivity (b) after exposure to an *0H radical generating s sensitivity 0.2 xiA). ECD potential 0.85 V
standard 3,4- 2 juA) and ystem (ECD

(C)
PPM
Carbon-13 magnetic resonance spectrum of 3.4-DHB 
obtained after exposure to an *0H radicfl generating system teaicaj.
XABU
Cosg>ound Resonances (3“ ppm)
197 173 140-160 120-140
3,4-OHB control 
and hydroxylated
aldehyde
group
absent carbon atom 
attached to 
OH- group
aroMtic 
carbon atom
PCA control absent carboxylic 
acid group
carbon atom 
attached to 
OH- group
aromatic 
carbon atom
Data collected from Figures 3.9(a), (b) and (c)
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<0
resonance spectra of (d) control
3,4 DHB, (e) control PCA and (f) 3,4-DHB after 
exposure to an *0H radical generating syste.
(fl) IttMfc Qi XM «asinai rwi Qaiii« g>«ti»io acid«
For gallic and gantialc acida, -OH radical-aadiated 
hydroxylation resulted in a decrease in concentration of each 
acid (Figures 3.10 (a) and (b)) with no further
electrocheaically-active CMgxinents detectable under these 
experisMntal conditions.
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Figure 3.10
(a)
Reversed phase HPLC chromatogram of standard gal'lie acid (a) before (ECO sensitivity 2.0 xiA) and (b) after exposure to an 'OH radical generating system (ECD sensitivity 0.2 aiA). ECO oxidation potential <-0.85 V.
Reversed phase HPLC chromatogram of standard gentisic acid (a) before (ECD sensitivity 2.0 xiA) and (b) after exposure to an'OH radical generating system (ECD sensitivity 0.2 xiA). ECD potential -^ 0.85 V.
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(1) On thn Banla of KolatiT* Rotoatlon Hjaaa (k')
Figura 3.11 ahowa tha high parfonanca liquid chroaMtogram 
of phanolic conatituanta axtractad fron a non-irradiatad 
calary aa^la. Initially, stapa vara takan to conplata tha 
pralininary idantification of tha chroaatographic paaka in 
Figura 3.11. Tha firat atap waa a coi^wriaon o£ tha ratantion 
tinaa of aanpla conatituanta and a mixtura o£ standard 
phanolic compounds that wara putativa sampla componants. 
Figura 3.12 shows tha HPLC chrcwatogram o£ a standard mixtura 
o£ phanolic acida and Tabla 3.5 lista tha corraspondlng 
ratantion tima data for tha standard mixtura and a typical 
calary sampla. Six of tha paaks prasant in tha chrcmutogram 
obtainad from tha non-irradiatad sampla o£ calary had 
ratantion timas which matchad thosa of standard phanolic 
ccxRpounds.
Thasa paaks wara tantativaly assignad to gallic, gantisic, 
protocatachulc, salicylic and 4-hydroxybansoic acids togathar 
with 3,4-dihydroxybansaldahyda. Thasa compounds may 
fraquantly ba found in foods containing or darivad from 
plant tissuas. Zndaad, tha phanolic constituants arising in 
®**“*^®^*^ bavaragas and plant axtracts hava baan praviously 
idantifiad utilising HPLC couplad with BCD or UV 
dataction®*» .
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Reversed phase chromatogram of a standard mixture of phenolic acids (lOQum). Abbreviations: QA, gallic acid; GEN, gentisic acid; PCA, protocatechuic acid; SA, salicylic acid; 4-HB, 4-hydroxybenzoic acid; VA, vanillic acid; IS, internal standard; 3,4-OHB, 3,4-dihydroxybenzaldehyde. ECO detector sensitivity l.OyuA.
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Tmmu
t e t t a t i l o  T i» t  P a t i  F o r  « g ta n d a r d  M ix tu r«  o f  F h « n o lic »  mnd «
g»l«ry «— «1«
Components 
in celery
Relative Retention 
Time (k')
Standard
Mixture
Relative Retention 
Time (k')
Component A 0.25 GA 0.24
Component B 0.30 GEN 0.31
Component C 0.38 PCA 0.37
Component D O.Sl SA 0.52
Component E 0.57 4-HB 0.58
Component F 0.67 VA 0.92
IS 1.00 IS 1.00
CoB^nent G 1.14 3,4-DHB 1.15
k' =
Retention tijM (mm) of compound
Rmtmntion tima (mm) of IS 
IS ■ Internal Standard - Salicyluric acid
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(11) Tvehalqa* of "■plklBg”
Conflnution of tho presence of these phenolic components 
in celery was conqpleted by the technique of "spiking" the 
suspected component at a concentration which is exactly equal 
to that estimated from its peak height or area in the 
chromatogram. It was found that the identity of each putative 
peak was the sa M  as that of the suspected component, since 
each spiked sample gave a chromatogram with an increase in 
the peak height of the putative component, the peak remaining 
perfectly symmetrical. Figures 3.13(a) and (b) show the 
corresponding HPLC chromatograms for two of the identified 
phenolic acids (salicylic and gentisic acids).
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(Hi) lydradyaaale VoltaMogruM
The final prallMinary constituent Identification involved 
the construction of hydrodynamic voltannograms (i.e. a plot 
of relative peak height or area versus electrochemical 
detector potential). In this method, the electrochemical 
detector was employed to obtain a voltammetric 
characterisation of each eluting s p e c i e s ^ ® a n d  these were 
centred with the voltamnograms of the standard phenolic 
components. Figure 3.14 shows the hydrodynaod.c voltamgnograms 
ior standard phenolic acids and suspected cos^nents in the 
control celery sample. A typical Identifying feature is the 
general shape of the response-voltage curve. The three 
initial assignment procedures undertaken confirmed the 
identity of the phenolic species present in the celery 
sas^le.
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Figures 3.15(a) and (b) show high perforsiance liquid 
chromatograms of acidic diethyl ether extracts of 
homogenates obtained from celery samples prior and subsequent 
to irradiation at a dose of 5.0 kGy. Table 3.6 shows the 
relative retention time data for standard phenolic acids and 
the phenolic components of celery saiiqiles t>efore and after 
irradiation. As previously (for the control samples), 
preliminary identification steps were underta)cen to confirm 
the presence of the phenolic acids in the irradiated sample. 
Figure 3.16 shows the hydrodynamic voltammograms constructed 
for phenolic constituents identified in irradiated celery.
Coiqiarison of the chrosMtogram of the irradiated sasq>le 
with that of the non-irradiated sample reveals a number of 
differences. Subsequent to irradiation treatment, the 
Intensities of a nuaiber of pea)cs in the Irradiated sample 
Increase or decrease as a consequence of the attac)c of 
radiolytically-generated *0H radical on the phenolic 
components.
The most striking modification is the marked depletion of 
gentislc acid (which upon *0H radical attack is destroyed with 
no further electrocheadcally-detectable product formation) 
following irradiation treatawnt. Different celery saaples 
were also irradiated and similar results were obtained 
throughout, desKinstrating the reproducibility of the result 
(n-8).
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_Ti«B_PBt«_{fi£__________ PhBBOlic_hSiiM__U d
CoMOiiBBt» in CbIt t
Relative Retention 
Tines of Phenolic 
Acids in Celery C
Relative Retention 
TIsms of Phenolic 
Acids in Celery I
Relative 
TiSMS of 
Phenolic
Retention
Standard
Acids
GA 0.25 GA 0.25 GA 0.24
GEM 0.30 GEM 0.28 GEN 0.30
PCA 0.39 PCA 0.36 PCA 0.37
SA 0.52 SA 0.53 SA 0.52
4HB 0.58 4HB 0.58 4BB 0.57
F 0.68 P 0.68
IS 1.00 IS 1.00 IS 1.00
G 1.14 6 1.14 3,4DBB 1.15
VA 0.91
Celary C “ Celery control
Celery I “ Celery irradiated at a dose of 5.0 IcGy 
(■ eaa of s=8 detcniiaatioas).
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Th« p««k attributable to salicylate doss not appear to be 
significantly altered subsequent to irradiation treatsMnt and 
its intensity (reflecting concentration) in both control and 
Irradiated celery sasqples appears unchanged. Hoirever, when 
the irradiated celery sa^le was chroMtographed with the BCD 
detector potential set at +0.60 volts (a potential at which 
salicylic is not detectable) this pealc was still detectable 
(Figure 3.17(b)). Therefore it is possibly attributable to 
catechol (a hydroxylation product of salicylate ^5^  ^ Since 
catechol and salicylic co-elute (i.e. have the same
70retention time under the experimental conditions stated 
the only way to distiguish between the two is by their 
difference in oxidation potential.
The control celery sample was also run with the detector 
set at an operating potential of +0.60 volts, but catechol 
was undetectable (Figure 3.17(a)). Consequently, attack of 
radiolytically—generated OH radical on salicylate results in 
the formation of catechol formed by decarboxylation. This 
compound is present only in the celery saiq>le subjected to 
irradiation.
The intensity of the peak attributable to 3,4- 
dihydroxybenzaldehyde (3,4-DHB), decreases following 
^^^^•diation treatmsnt. *0H radical attack on 3,4-DHB (from 
chemical model systems) may result in the formation of a 
compound whose identity may be PCA. However, the 
concentration of PCA did not significantly increase in 
intensity subsequent to gamsw-irradiation treatxMnt. This is
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probably attributable to the PCA Itself being further 
attacked by *0H radical to produce the expected product, 
1,2,4-THB (cf. Figure 3.5(c), p. 58, Section 3.4.1).
In addition to irradiation, a celery sasg>le was subjected 
to hydroxyl radical attack (generated by the Fenton reaction) 
and similar results were obtained, thus des»nstrating that it 
is *0H radical which is responsible for hydroxylation of the 
phenolic constituents. Figures 3.18(a) and (b) show the HPLC 
chrosMtogram of a celery sasg>le before and after treatswnt 
with the Fenton system.
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U) Calibration Carr«» for «t»nd«rd Ph«nolic iteid*
Calibration curvaa for the individual phenolic acide (at a 
range of different concentrations, with the Internal standard 
concentration constant at 1.00 x 10~* mol dm~^) were 
constructed (Figure 3.19). Bach plot of the ratio of the pea)c 
height of the Individual phenolic standard to that of the 
Internal standard versus coi^>onent concentration was linear. 
The regression parasMters (b, regression coefficient (slope) 
and Yj, y Intercept) and correlation coefficient for these 
data are given in Table 3.7.
The line of regression, y and correlation coefficient, r, are 
given by the following equations^®® 
y - Yi + bx
and
ixy - nxY____
r “
7(1x2 _
The regression parameters determined from the calibration 
curves were used to calculate the concentration (mlcros»les 
of each phenolic acid In the celery samples. 
Consequently, the concentration of phenolic acids in the 
•ntlre homogenised celery sample (before and after 
^^^*<l^*^ion) was calculated and results expressed as parts 
billion (ppb) of wet weight. Results for at least six 
<iiii*rent sasq>les of celery have been tabulated In Table 3.8.
From Table 3.8, celery samples not subjected to 
i>^ i^ *<li*tlon contain between 1000-3000 ppb of gentislc acid.
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The concentration of the coeiponent attributable to aallcyllc 
increases in all saaiples following irradiation traatsMnt, 
indicating the generation of catechol. Therefore, in 
^^ *-**^ *^^ **^  celery saag>les the concentration of the coaponent 
Manured corresponds to catechol.
Phenolic Acids 
Standards
Slope (b) Intercept (y^ ) Correlation 
Coefficient (r)
Gallic acid 0.02055 -0.1795 0.9976
Gentisic 0.00877 -0.0052 0.9979
Protoeatechuic 0.00574 -0.0603 0.9964
Salicylic 0.00967 -0.0294 0.9966
4-hydroxybenzoic 0.01612 -0.0928 0.9966
3,4-dihydroxy- 
benzaldehyde
0.00753 -0.0004 0.9965
citrate/ 27.7 aa»l da"^ sodiua acetate buffer and 7% (v/v) 
aethanol. Electrode potential! 'fO.85 V.
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CqpcwtratiQn» (in vmvtm a r  billion^ of Phanolle 
Cffattitwnt* in SmtoI»» of C«1t v  B*for» and Kttmr
lrr»di«t;»«n
Data 1 Data 2Heights 10.5g 9.80g Heights: 8.50g 7.50g
Acids Celery C Celery I Celery C Celery I
GA 83 107 138 149GEN 2562 47 2968 62PCA 154 141 239 363SA 79 63 (CTC) 97 99 (CTC)4-HB 98 89 136 1553,4-DHB 515 451 304 223
Data 3 Data 4Heights: 10.7g 9.10g Heights: 9.00g 9.55g
Acids Celery C Celery I Celery C Celery I
GA 157 112 96 85GEN 1097 51 2800 85PCA 267 183 113 106SA 62 159 (CTC) 35 52 (CTC)4-HB 66 73 74 563,4-DHB 366 154 552 255
Data 5 Data 6Hexghts: 9.50g 10. Og Heights: 8.50g 7.50g
Acids Celery C Celery I Celery C Celery I
GA 78 55 100 95GEN 2855 44 2650 37PCA 175 285 196 206SA 109 135 (CTC) 93 155 (CTC)4-HB 74 104 78 543,4-DHB 431 205 395 215
Celery C « Celery Control
Celery I “ Celery Irradiated (5.0 kGy)
CTC ” Catechol
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— iniC/lC 9i Ph«Bollc Con»tltu«iit« In
ttrwbtrrr— loaoannntnn__Snbinctnd to o«— n-Irrndl«tioB
(«> rgnliMinnrT ConntitBnnt idnntificntloB in Strnwbnrrr
As with celery, the naturally occurring conponents in 
strawberry were Initially Identified using the prellnlnary 
techniques described previously.
Figure 3.20(a) shows the high performance liquid 
chromatogram of the phenolic constituents extracted from a 
typical non-lrradlated strawberry sample and Figure 3.20(b) 
exhibits the corresponding chromatogram of a standard mixture 
of phenolic acids (s»blle phase cosq>osltlon was 95% (v/v) 30 
mmol. dm~^ sodium citrate/ 27.7 mmol. dm~^ sodium acetate 
buffer and 5% (v/v) methanol). Table 3.9 shows the relative 
retention time data for the standard mixture and the 
strawberry sample.
From the Initial Identity asslgnsMnt, six of the phenolic 
components had retention times which matched those of 
standard phenolic acids In the Bdxturei gallic, gentlslc, 
protocatechulc, salicylic, 4-hydroxybenzolc and vanillic 
acids. Conflnsatlon of these assignments was achieved by 
”spl)clng” each suspected component with standard phenolic 
acid, and by the construction of hydrodynasdic voltammograsM.
Figures 3.21(a) and (b) show the chrosuttograsw obtained 
subsequent to ’spiking* two of the identified phenolic acids, 
salicylic and 4-hydroxybenzolc acid respectively Into the 
extract. Figure 3.22 shows the hydrodynasd.c voltanmiograms of
96
four standard phenolic acids and those acids suspected to be 
present in the control strawberry extract. A reasonably good 
agreenent exists in the shapes of the response-voltage curve 
for the standard phenolic acids and those acids suspected to 
be present in the strawberry extract, thereby providing 
additional information for the confirmation of their 
identities.
TABLl 3.9
Intention Time Data for a Standard Mixture of Phenolic Acids 
and a Stre»rt>errv gMnie
Components 
in Sample
Relative Retention 
Time (k')
Standard
mixture
Relative Retention 
Time (k ')
Component a 0.23 GA 0.23
Component b 0.30 GEN 0.30
Component c 0.34 PCA 0.36
Component d 0.52 SA 0.52
Component e 0.58 4-HB 0.58
Component f 0.80
CoB^onent g 0.92 VA 0.94
IS 1.00 IS 1.00
IS “ Internal Standard “ Salicyluric acid 
(For 1=8).
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Figures 3.23(a), (b) and (c) show high performance liquid 
chromatograms of acidic diethyl ether extracts of strawberry 
homogenates (a) before Irradiation (b) after irradiation at a 
dose of 1.0 )cGy and (c) at a dose level of 5.0 kGy. Table 
3.10 shows the relative retention time data for standard 
phenolic acids and the phenolic components of strawberry 
saiiq>les before and after irradiation. Figure 3.23(d) shows 
the same HPLC chromatograms for the control and Irradiated 
saiiq>les obtained at a lower detector sensitivity.
Comparison of the irradiated sample with the non- 
irradiated sample shows a number of differences. Following 
treatment with irradiation, the intensities of several peaks 
*^ *®*^ ****" The peaks attributable to gallic and protocatechuic 
acids decrease in intensity as the irradiation dose increases 
from 1.0 to 5.0 kGy. The peak attributable to 4- 
hydroxybenzoic acid decreases in intensity to a small extent 
following Irradiation at 1.0 kGy. At low doses of 
irradiation, *OH radical attacks 4-HB resulting in the 
formation of protocatechuic acid®®'®®.
However, as the dose of irradiation increases from 1.0 to 
5.0 kGy, the concentration of 4-HB increases substantially. 
The concentration of the unknown peak *f* however, decreases 
substantially with an increase in the Irradiation dose.
The identity of the un)uiown cosq>onent peak *f" has not 
been successfully determined, but it appears that ‘OH radical
101
attack on this unknown component (at a high radiation doaa) 
■*y raauit in tha formation of 4-HB.
The peak attributable to gentisic acid gradually decreases 
in intensity as the irradiation dose is increased, i.e. from 
1323 ppb (in the control) to 1000 ppb in the sample 
irradiated at 1.0 kGy and then to 950 ppb in the sample 
irradiated at 5.0 kGy, c.f. Table 3.11 (p. 108).
Phenolic Acids «»a
C w w fB t t  i a CgatCTl n i  Irrrtihttfl ------------
Relative Retention 
Times of Phenolics 
in Control Sample
Relative 
Times of 
in Irrad.
Retention 
Phenolics 
(1.0 kGy)
Relative 
Times of 
in Irrad.
Retention 
Phenolics 
(5.0 kGy)
GA 0.23 GA 0.24 GA 0.24
GEN 0.32 GEM 0.32 GEN 0.31
PCA 0.38 PCA 0.36 PCA 0.35
SA 0.50 SA n.d. SA 0.51
4-HB 0.54 4-HB 0.56 4-HB 0.55
»f. 0.80 n £ » 0.80 VA 0.88
IS 1.00 IS 1.00 IS 1.00
n.d. ” not detectable
(For n = e dstermlnationaX
Identity of the unknown component "f" was investigated by 
testing a wide range of standard aromatic compounds 
including bensoic and hydroxycinnanic acids. However, 
retention tines of all acids tested did not match retention 
time of component "f". Isolation of component "f" and 
subsequent analysis by NMR spectroscopy did however reveal 
the presence of an aromatic functional group.
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Th« reproducibility of thee* reaulte was tasted. A nusd>er 
of strawberry saaplea were subjected to irradiation treatawnt 
and in each case siadlar results were obtained (i.e. n ■ 8). 
Figures 3.24(a) and (b) show the HPLC chr«utograaw of a 
strawberry extract froai an alternative batch, subjected to 
irradiation at a dose of 5.0 kGy and coapared to a control 
saaple. The results obtained are coaparable to those obtained 
in Figures 3.23(a) and (b).
3tft7 Q— atiilcation of Phenolic Constituents in «trawfaerry 
Calibration Curves t a r  Pheaeljc Acids
Calibration curves were also constructed for standard 
phenolic acids at a range of concentrations (as previously 
determined for celery) and results quantified. Figure 3.25 
shows the individual calibration curves for standard 
phenolic acids found occurring in the strawberry extract. 
Table 3.12 shows the values of slope and intercept determined 
from the straight line plots together with the correlation 
coefficient (r). The concentration of phenolic cosq>onents 
identified in different strawt>erry saiiq>les before and after 
irradiation treatment has been calculated in parts per 
billion and the results are tabulated in Table 3.11.
TMLI ? 1 13 Calibratioa Curve Data for Staudard Fheaolio Acids
Phenolic Acids 
Standards
Slope (b) Intercept (yj) Correlation 
Coefficient (r)
Gallic acid 0.02414 -.02129 0.9971Gentislc acid 0.01050 0.01460 0.9979Protocatechuic 0.00620 0.01880 0.9992Salicylate 0.01035 0.01598 0.99934-Hydroxybenzoic 0.02438 0.00900 0.9971
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goa»titu»nt« id«nti<i>d iB a, 
Aitar Irradiation Traat— nt
of »trirtfrry Bafora and
DJITA 1
Welchts 10.Oq 10.5a M X h  2Waiqhts 17.27g 15.46srrawt>erry C I Strawberry C 1
GA
PCA
SA
4-HB
113 105 
122 43 
36 40 
261 1033
100 58 
77 60 
20 33 
89 471
DATA 3
Neighta 13.58q 16.03q 10.Oo
strawb c  Irrad (IkSy) IrrienTO5T~
GA
GEN
PCA
SA
4-HB
135 31 53 
1323 1000 950 
157 40 36 
12 n.d. n.d. 
44 2.0 715
StratrtMrry C “ atrawbarry control 
Strawbarry I « atra%rt>arry irradiated 
n>d. “ not detectable
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fll»zinr«ai«t«d ■trubariTT M e n a « n « f
Th« effact of ionising radiation on the ascorbic acid 
content of fresh strawberries has been deterained by 
HPLC/BCD. Since ascorbic acid is detectable at a low 
oxidation potential, the BCD detector potential was set to 
+0.40 V. At this potential, no other electrochesdcally-active 
ccMpound is detectable and hence the assay has a high degree 
of specificity*®.
Figures 3.26(a), (b) and (c) exhibit liquid chroaatograas 
of ascorbic acid in stra^rry hoK>genates before, (a) and 
after, (b), treatment with ga»M-radiation at a dose level of 
5.0 kGy. The chroswtograa of a standard solution of ascorbic 
acid at a concentration of 2.0 x 10~* aol d»~® is shown in 
Figure 3.26(c). A calibration curve of standard ascorbic acid 
at a range of concentrations was constructed, and the 
ascorbic acid content of the stra^rry saaq>les detendned. 
Figure 3.27 shows the calibration curve for standard ascorbic 
acid and Table 3.13 gives the ascorbic acid contents of the 
strawberry saaq;>les.
^  “ P*®^***» irradiation results in a reduction of the 
ascorbic level, and fro* this data the ascorbic acid content 
in irradiated strawberry is reduced to approxlsMtely 80% of 
its original level at a dose of 5.0 IsGy.
Ascorbic acid is very prone to oxidation and generally a 
large number of food processes result in its rapid 
degradation. Moreover, ascorbic acid is Itself an antioxidant 
and is rapidly oxidised to dehydroascorbate®*. Consequently,
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although radiation traataant rasults in tha degradation of 
ascorbic acid, its determination in fruits and vegetables 
cannot be employed as a uaeful marker of irradiation. 
However, it is important to note that the ascorbic acid 
content of irradiated strawberries is significantly less than 
that in stra»rt>erries not subjected to irradiation.
Additionally, since ascorbic acid is a very good radical 
scavenger (its second order rate constant for reaction with 
t)H radical, kj - 1.1 x lO^® mol. dm"^ s“ ,^ pH 1.5)’, its 
presence in strawberries (60-90 mg/100 gm fresh weight^Ol) 
offers much protection for phenolic components against 
radiolytic dasMge.
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Figure a 2 7 AKOniC 400 M:S
Correlation Coafflciant (r) “ 0.99S7 
Slope (b) - 0.2487 
Intercept (yj) “ 1.7532
3 . »
Calcalated lecorfaie loid Coat— t ef etrwiberrT Hiln infill I 
««.i a#«L» Treatmeat with
Dose of Irradiation Ascorbic Acid Content
(kGy) (Big/lOg wet wt. saag>le)
0 0.70
5.0 0.08
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1 .7  IWWMtT/CCTKajMItf
Th« aroMtlc compounds pr«s«nt in m variety of fruits and 
vagatabla-darived foodstuffs raact axtrasMly rapidly with OH 
radical to for* the corresponding hydroxylated
compounds*®»**. These are readily separated by BPLC and 
‘**t*®^*d by electrochesdcal detection (BCD)®®»^*»®lfThe 
phenolic acid connects occurring in celery and stra%rberry 
have been identified prior and subsequent to irradiation 
treataent and their concentrations determined.
In this study, celery samples subjected to ionising 
^•‘*^*^^ ®** o*’ treated with Fentons reagent, resulted in the 
formation of catechol (formed from naturally-occurring 
salicylata). Catechol was not detected in the control celery 
sample. Additionally, an a consequence of irradiation there 
was a marked depletion of gentisic acid from samples 
subsequent to gamsM-irradiation treatsMnt.
Strawberry sables treated with ionising radiation also 
exhibited a number of differences frcmi those not treated. 
These differences were attributable to the reaction of OH 
radical with the phenolic components. In addition, 
strawberries contain large quantities of vitamin C (60-90 
mg/100 gm fresh weight) in ccwparison to celery (7 mg/100 gm 
fresh weight^®!). Vitamin C in strawberries may offer 
protection to phenolic components against radiolytic damage. 
This may explain why the concentration of gentisic acid in 
Irradiated strawberries was fairly high and yet was virtually 
destroyed in irradiated celery hcwogenates. In general, for 
both celary and stra^dserry, results were reproducible and
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■how*d consistency.
Consequently, the applicability of naturally-occurring 
phenolic cosqpounds in plant-derived swterlals as suitable 
'target* aolecules for radlolytically-generated*0H radical is 
largely dependent upon the nature of their chemical 
modifications, i.e. hydroxylation and/or decarboxylation. 
Furthermore, the concentration of phenolic constituents 
present in foodstuffs increase or decrease as a result of 
Irradiation treatment and significant differences bet%reen 
control and irradiated nasg>les were readily detectable.
Hence, aromatic hydroxylation utilising HPLC in 
combination with BC detection appears to be a highly 
sensitive method for SMasuring radiolytically-generated *OB 
radical-swdiated daswge to aroswtic cc»ponents present in 
plant-derived foodstuffs subjected to ionising radiation. The 
vitamin C content of strawberry homogenates prior and 
subsequent to gaxsw-irradiation has also been successfully 
determined by the combination of these two analytical 
techniques. Gamma-irradiation treatment of strawberries at a 
dose of 5.0 kGy resulted in the reduction of vltaidn C 
content to approximately 80% of its original level. However, 
■easuroMnt of vitamin C in fruits and vegetables is not a 
very useful marker of gamma-irradiation treatment since 
vitamin C itself is extremely prone to oxidative degradation.
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4. LIM P rEKOXIPWCM 
4.1 IntrodMctioB
Lipid peroxidation ia one of the eajor degradative 
processes responsible for loss in quality of foodstuffs 
containing polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) . C o u o n  
PUPAs contain two or wore double bonds, generally 
separated by a single methylene group. The lipids most 
susceptible to oxidative degradation are the unsaturated 
fatty acid moieties present in oleic, linoleic and linolenic 
acids which are found to occur in most plants and animals^®^. 
OLIZC ACID (cis-9-Ootadeoamoio acid)
CH 3(CH j) 7CH-CH(CH2) 7COOH
LZaOLBZC ACID (cis-»,cis>12-Oatadeoadieaoio acid)
CH3(CH2)4CH-CHCH2CH-CH •*(CH2)7C00H
LZaoiAZC ACZO <eis-*,cls-12,els-15-Ootadecatrieaoie acid)
CH
CB3CH2CH-CHCH2CH-CBCH2CH-JCH2) 7C00B
The oxidative deterioation of food lipids involves 
P*’^***^y Autoxidation reactions which are accompanied by 
various secondary reactions. PUFAs are particularly 
sensitive to oxidative damage due to the facile abstraction 
of an allylic hydrogen atom from their methylene (-CB2-) 
carbon atoms by radiolytically-ganerated 'OB radical together 
••condary alkoxyl and peroxyl radicals^®^“^®*. Their 
susceptibility to oxidative deterioation increases as the 
number of double bonds present increases^®^.
The "OB radical combines with the abstracted hydrogen atom 
{ft) to form water (Figure 4.1). The carbon-centred radical 
(Ff) so produced generates a conjugated diene species which
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interacts with dioxygsn to produce a conjugated diene peroxyl 
radical (ROCf). This radical abatracte another hydrogen atom 
fro* an adjacent PUFA to for* a conjugated diene lipid 
hydroperoxide, resulting in a self-perpetuating autocatalytic 
chain reaction. ClM,tr*nm -(c,t)- and tran»,tranm-(t,t)- 
conjugated diene hydroperoxides are the primary products 
formed in linoleate a u t o x i d a t i o n ^ ® * » i l l u s t r a t e d  in 
Figure 4.2.
These intermediary compounds, although stable at ambient 
^••^»•^•tures, are degraded to a wide variety of so-called 
'end-products* (cf. Figure 4.3 for hydroperoxide 
decomposition^^^). The degradation is catalysed by traces of 
redox-active transition metal-ion complexes (e.g. those of 
iron and copper^®^). The secondary and tertiary end-products 
formed during oxidation of unsaturated fatty acid c<mg>onents 
consist of saturated and unsaturated aldehydes, di- and 
epoxyaldehydes, lactones, furans, ketones, oxo- and hydroxy- 
acids, and saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons. The 
aldehydes are believed to contribute to the "off smell* and 
flavours characteristic of rancidity in edible oils and 
fatal®».
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Figure 4.2
AUTQXIDATION OF UNOLEIC AÇ1D
c.c. eon|ugiccd dicnt 
\ipté hjidfopcrosid«
CL ceii|ii|Md dttnt 
lipid
^|■^S^II
«2- -ÍCH2/7COOH
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Generally, autoxldatlve degradation in fat-containing 
foods is prevented by the addition of specific coagwunds 
called antioxidants. These function by reducing the rate of 
chain initiation and causing chain breakage. The antioxidant 
provides a readily available hydrogen atosi for abstraction by 
paroxyl radicals. Active antioxidants conannly used in the 
Industry include a-tocopherol and gallates such as BHA 
(t-butyl hydroxy-anisole) and BHT (di-t-butyl-hydroxy- 
toluene) . These are soeetiMS used in coBbinatlon with 
*yn*rgists such as citric and ascorbic acids which way act by 
binding trace Mtal ions or by regenerating the antioxidant 
respectively^®®»
I t a  w m o M  rm m i n i — r  o r  l i m b  m < « iPATi<Mi
The Identification and guantificatlon of specific "end- 
products" resulting fro* ’OH radical-initiated attack on 
lipids may have some application to the assessnent of 
radiolytlc damage to foodstuffs containing PUFAs. The 
peroxidation process may also be initiated by factors other 
than irradiation. These include exposure of lipids to heat, 
light, oxygen and catalysts (l.e. traces of metal-ions, 
haemoproteins, or other iron-containing proteins in 
tissues^®®). Consequently, non-irradiated samples may also 
contain lipid peroxidation end-products similar to those 
found in irradiated food lipids. It is therefore essential to 
ensure that the end-products monitored do not occur widely in 
non-lrradiated foodstuffs.
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Aiil-l— Qi CQ»i«a«t»d Blmmm hw iiv
«p»ctro»coaT
One poaalble Method for a»nltorlng the courae of free 
redicel-Medieted daMge to PUFAa ia the identification of 
conjugated diene adducta, including diene lipid 
hydroperoxidea and their iaoaera in appropriate extracta of 
irradiated foodatuffa«®»«». Theae pria«ry producta and the 
conjugated ketodienea ariaing fro* their degradation abaorb 
light atrongly in the UV region of the electro.agnetic 
apectrua at wavelengtha in the range 230-270
Although the lipid peroxidation end-producta are readily 
iaolated froa food aa^lea by a aiaple chlorofora extraction 
proceaa, direct aeaaureaent in thia wavelength region ia of 
liaited utility. Thia ia becauae the conjugated diene 
appear aa a poorly defined ahoulder auperiapoaed on the high 
abaorbance of other food coaponenta alao preaent in the 
lipid/chlorofora extract. The conjugated diene abaorption 
aaxiaa can, however, be clearly identified and reaolved by 
Monitoring ainiaa preaent in correaponding aecond-derivative 
(2D) apectra of lipid axtracta (an abaorption in the
tero-order apectrua appeara aa a ainiaua in the 2D apectrua). 
The technigue of 2D apectrophotoewtry haa previoualy been 
applied to the aeaaureaent of diene conjugatea (apecifically 
o i m , t r a n m  and trana,trana iaoaera produced froa the 
autoxidation of arachldonic acid) produced in aicroaoaal 
PUFAa following expoaure of rata to carbon tetrachloride^ 
However, it haa not bean applied to food lipid atudiea and
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■ay tharafor* sarva as a potantlal aathod for Mnltoring 
conjugatad diana lipid hydroparoxlda spaclaa (apaeiflcally 
eia, trans-( 242 n») and trmnm,trmnm-{ 232 nm) 
IsoMra) In paroxldlsad saaplaa of c o m  oil (which conslats 
aalnly of llnolalc with aaallar quantltlas of llnolanlc 
a d d ) .
4.2.2 Tha ai.««K.>Kitarie acid (TBX't Taat
Tha TEA taat has baan wldaly usad for waasurlng oxldatlva 
rancidity In fat-contalnlng foods^^^. Tha prlawry products 
ganaratad during paroxldatlon of PUFAs consist of a coaqplax 
■Ixtura of paroxldas «rtileh ara furthar dagradad to produca a 
ranga of products Including carbonyl compounds, ag. 
SMlondlaldahyda (NDA^^^), as shown In Figura 4.4. Tha TBA 
tast Is a colorlawtrlc analytical tachnlqua and Involves tha 
reaction of aldehydes In tha sasg>la with TBA under acidic 
conditions to produce a plnk-colourad chrosK>gan (generally 
attributable to tha 2:1 TBA-MDA adduct) which absorbs light 
strongly at a wavalength of 532 nm (aquation 4.1).
\  P
^  ^  (4.1)
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Flour« 4.4
FQKMATIQN OF WOA FROW LINOLENtC AC ID
v108
LINOLENIC ACID
OH
V=v=v=\A
^ v = \ r v = v ^
unsMturMttd p»roxide
ndiCMl
cyclic p»roxide radical
fC
Hj-afis/raef/oh/ rh \ Q i. Rh
haatiacid fTBA test)
V* * y - C H 2- {  *  = W " ‘
H  H
MDA
MDA
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Although th* aajor TBA-r«actlve coiq>onent !■ MDA, it 1« 
that a nuabar of othar coaq;>ounds a.g. unaaturatad 
carbonyla and othar aldahydaa, protalna and augara, togathar 
with thoaa raaulting fro« 'OH radical attack on thaaa apaciaa 
alao raact with TBA undar tha taat conditiona to fora 
producta which abaorb at wavalangtha cloaa to 532 na^®^. 
Indaad, reaction of tha aldahydaa, alkanala, alk-2-anala and 
• ^ ^ “2,4-dianala with TBA producaa yallow (abaorption at 455 
na), oranga (abaorption at 495 na) and rad (abaorption at 532 
na)- abaorbing chroaogana^^*. Moraovar, ainca only a aaall 
aaount (1-2%) of tha lipid peroxidation and-producta ia 
actually MDA, a large quantity of tha chroaogan produced ia 
due to further dacoapoaition of lipid hydroparoxidaa during 
the acid/haating ataga of tha aaaay.
Although HOA la aaaociatad with rancidity, it haa alao 
bean ahown to occur in non-rancid fooda including aaat, 
herring and vagatabla oil^^*. Although alapla and relatively 
aanaitiva, tha TBA taat ia non-apacific aa a BMthod for tha 
identification of lipid peroxidation producta.
Tha application of 2D apactrophotoaMtry to tha analyaia of 
■atarial in a paroxidlaad aaapla of a coanwrcial 
brand of c o m  oil (and POFAa i.a. linolaic and linolanic 
acida) ia reported hare. Tha 2D technique haa not bean 
«ppliad in conbination with tha TBA teat for 
foodatuffa auacaptibla to lipid peroxidation.
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The 2D «p«:trophot<»etric tichniqu« was aaployed in order 
to reeolve overlapping absorption Maxlaui present in visible 
spectra obtained fro* the reaction of corn oil with TEA. The 
peroxidation of corn oil was previously induced by various 
treataents including (i) the Feillj/BDTA/HjOj system, (li) 
>^irradiation at a dose of 5.0 kGy and (ili) by heating the 
oil at 60*C as described in the experiswntal section. In all 
« control saaq;>le was included.
Figure 4.5(a) shows typical zero-order and corresponding 
2D visible absorption spectra obtained subsequent to the 
exposure of corn oil to an -OH radical flux generated by the 
Fenton system. The resulting 2D spectra obtained fr«» all 
treated saiq>les of corn oil exhibited minima located at 452, 
496 and 532 nm, (Figures 4.5(b) and (c)). Figure 4.5(d) shows 
the control sample of corn oil reacted with TEA.
The absorption band located at 532 nm can be assigned to
to the TBA-NDA adduct 103 since MDA is largely derived from
the brealedown of isomeric linoleate hydroperoxides during the 
stringent acid/heating stage of the assay. Indeed, the 
percentage composition of linoleic acid in corn oil is 
approximately 55%, the rest c<mq;>rlsing oleic acid (26%), 
linolenic acid (9%) and palmitic acid (11%)11®.
The origin of the absorption bands at 452 and 496 nm was 
not further investigated. However, they are likely to arise
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iro. th* TBA-r..ctivity of •lt.rn.tiv« .«cond«Y oxidation 
products in the aai^>l«.
Table 4.1 shows th« intensities of the 2D signals at 452, 
496 and 532 nn obtained fro» corn oil saBg>l«s subjected to 
the different peroxidation treata-nts. The intense 2D signal 
and increased tero-order absorption bands (Figure 4.5(a)) of 
the F«(II)/BDTA/H202- treated saaqple desMnstrates the ability 
of this syste» to enhance the lipid peroxidation process, a 
result of its'OH radical producing and catalytic nature.
The 2D signals for the irradiate! ..»pie .re intense
than those of the saaple subjected to heating. A control 
sa»ple of corn oil shows the absence of the 2D signals at 452 
and 496 n», although a very «»all signal is present at 532 n» 
indicating that peroxidation could have been initiated in the 
control saaple by exposure to U.V. light or air^°5_
TaeTj 4,1
X A blt g h w i a g  t h t  l a t w i t i e s  of th «  an «ieaal« sfc 4 s a .  a e a  
a a d  m  Ml i a  »amBlmm at Cere ot l  to
Various
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Figure 4.5
(a)
Z«ro-ord«r (--- ) and corrasponding 2Dvisibla absorption spsctra (---of comoil subjoctad to peroxidation by a Fa(II)/EDTA/H9 0 2 systaa following reaction with TBA.
---  ^ correapoodlng 20visible absorption spectra (---) of comoil subjectad to peroxidation by 
• «^ oae of 5.0 kQy following reaction with TBA.
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Figure 4.5
Z«ro-ord«r (--- ) and corrasponding 2Dvisibla absorption apactra (_-__ ) ofcorn on  subjactad to paroxidation by hasting at 60*C following roaction with TBA.
Zsro-ordar (--- ) and corrasponding 20visibla absorption spsctra (--— ) of acontrol saagila of corn oil following rsaetion with TBA.
12B
4.a.2 laalicatioa of 2D «oaotroahoto— try to ThiobarbltBgio
n^Tlil HiintlTltT in rirniirtliiil nTMinliiiy-*^ «ii«bi» wif*«
Th* •UBCcptlblllty to paroxidatlon of linolelc and 
llnolanlc fatty adds (both of which ara prasant In corn oil) 
waa avaluatad by spactrophotoaMtrlc analysis by using tha TBA 
Mthod. Figura 4.6(a) axhibits tha zaro-ordar and
corrasponding 2D alactronic absorption spactra of linolaic 
acid bafora and aftar baing subjactad to tha Fa(II)/BDTA/H2O2 
systaa, both racordad aftar raacting with TBA. Tha 
concantrations of both linolaic and linolanic fatty acids 
usad was 0.64 aM.
Tha 2D spactrua of tha paroxidisad saapla of linolaic acid 
exhibits ralativaly intansa aaxiaa cantrad at 452, 495 and 
532 na raspactivaly. Tha control saapla, howavar, shows only 
a vary weak absorption band at 452 na. Tha absorption band at 
532 na is solely attributable to tha TBA-MDA adduct (as found 
previously with corn oil) and tha bands at 452 and 495 na 
•ra attributable to alternative secondary oxidation products 
which react with TBA.
Figura 4.6(b) shows tha saro-ordar and corrasponding 2D 
alactronic absorption spactra obtained froa tha reaction of 
‘Oh radical-daaagad linolanic acid (generated by tha Fenton 
■ystaai) with TBA. A control saapla not subjected to this 
traatawnt is also shown. Tha 2D spectrum of tha paroxidisad 
•aspla axhibits maxlsui located at 453, 495 and 532 nm.
Tha corras{K>nding 2D spactra obtained froai tha paroxidisad 
■■■pla of linolaic acid is analagous to that of linolanic
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acid, but tha absorption band at 532 na (attributabla to tha 
adduct) in llnolanlc acid is of auch ^raatar 
intansity. This obsarvation is probably a consaquance of tha 
fact that linolanic acid has a fastar rata of oxidativa 
dagradation than linolaic acid sinca it possassas ona 
additional doubla bond i.a. suscaptlbllity to paroxidatlon 
incraasas with tha nuabar of doubla bonds prasant. Indaad, 
tha ralativa ratas of paroxidation for olalc, linolaic and 
linolanic fatty acids with one, two and three doubla bonds 
raspactivaly have been shown to ba in tha ratio
Iil2i25l®2,117,
In section 4.3.1 it was concluded that tha absorption band 
located at 532 na was of high intansity relative to tha other 
absorption bands (at 452 and 496 na) for all paroxidisad 
saaples of corn oil, suggesting that tha aajor contributor of 
tha chroaogan is attributabla to llnoleic and linolanic 
hydroperoxides which dacoaposa to give MOA^®®.
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Figure 4.6
Z*ro-ord«r and corresponding socond - (2D) •loctronic absorption spactraobtained after allowing both control (--- )and Fa(II)/E0TA/H>02- traatad (----) aaaplasof llnolalc ac1<r to react with TBA under acidic conditions.
Zero-order and corrasponding second- derivative (2D) electronic absorption spectraobtained after allowing both control (--- )
end FedD/EOTA/H-On- treated ( ■ ) aMplesof llnolanic acid to react with TBA under acidic conditions. 1SI
— ftX— CoalMO«t«d Bi«a« Bpael«« 1«
n r a i i a iM f l  r n u r r i l a l l y - B T a i i a b l a  rvrAm
Figur* 4.7(a) showa the sero-ordar absorption spectra of 
••■pl** oi linolenic acid obtained before (control) and after 
oxidation induced by exposure to a Fe(II)/SDTA/B202 systM. 
The peroxidised sample shows a relatively large overlapping 
absorption band in the 220-250 na region. These overlapping 
absorption bands are readily resolved by 20 electronic 
absorption spectrophotosMtry and Figures 4.7(b) and (c) show 
the zero-order and corresponding 20 si>ectra for the control 
and the peroxidised sam>les of linolenic acid.
The 20 spectra of the i>eroxidlsed saaple exhibit ainlaa 
^®®*^**^ 230, 236, 241 and 247 na respectively. The 20
ainiaa in peroxidised linolenic acid located at 236 and 241 
na are conceivably attributable to traam,trmn3 - (t,t)~ and 
(c,t)~ conjugated diene hydroperoxydiene or 
hydroxydiene isoaers^^^. The 20 spectra of the control saig>le 
exhibits relatively wea)c bands located at 230 and 235 na 
respectively.
The conjugated diene species arising froa autoxldised 
linoleic acid were also Investigated following its exposure 
to an Fe(II)/B0TA/H2O2 systea. Figure 4.7(d) shows the lero- 
spectra of linoleic acid before and after attac)c by 
radical generated by the Fenton reaction systea. Figures 
4.7(e) and (f) show the zero-order and the corresponding 20 
spectra for a control and peroxidised saag>le of linoleic 
acid.
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Th« 2D ■p«ctr* «hoirn in Figura 4.7(f) «xhibit Minima 
at 230, 235 and 245 nra which correspond to conjugated 
*^ *^**® abaorption maxima in iha zaro—ordar apac^rum, Tha 
■i**i*** locatad at 235 and 245 nm ara attributabla to t,t- and 
conjugatad hydroparoxydianaa or hydroxydianaa^^®'
c o M ju o iin D  D x m  i s o h b r s  o r
LXaOLSZC JbCXD
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Figur» ii.7
Zaro-ordar absorption sosctra of cyclohsxanasxtrscts of linolsnic acid bafors (--- ) andaftar ( ) axposura to a catalytic
FaCID/EOTA/HjOj- ayataa.
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Flour« 4 7
2«ro-ord«r (-----) and corraspondingsacond-darlvativa (20) alactronlcabaorptlon apactra (--- ) of aeyclohaxana axtract of 11 noIan1c acid bafora raactlon with Fa(II)/E0TA/H2O2 -
Zaro-ordar (----- ) and corraapondlngsacond-dar1vatlva (20) alactronicabaorptlon apactra (--- ) of acyclohaxana axtract of 11 no Ian1c acid aftar traatawnt with Fa( ZZ)/EDTA/H2 0 2.
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Figure /j.7
(d )
Zero-ordar absorption spoctra of cyelohoxanaaxtracta of llnolole acid boforo (--- ) andiaftar ( ■-) axpoaura to a catalyticFa(ZZ)/E0TA/H2O2 aystaai.
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toure<
le)
Zaro-ordar (----) and corraapondlng aacood-darlvatlva (20) alactronie abaorptlon apactra of a cyclohaxana axtract of llnolalc 
acid bafora traataant with Fa(ZZ)/E0TA/H2 0 2.
(f)
and corraapondlng aaeend-Zaro-ordar (—  darivativa (20) alactronic abaorptlon apaetra(__) of a cyelohaxana axtraet of llnolole
acid aftar raactlon with FadD/EOTA/HjOj*
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i,i,* ap iBfgtrgphgtg— trie Aa«lyl. of goBiBa.fc.d 
iBtfii M  ia Corn Oil ■ul»1»ct«d to »roHiaatt«»
The 2D epectrophoto.etric technique wee .l.o extended to 
the detenlnetion of conjugated diene epecies arising in 
irradiated samples of corn oil. Since lipid peroxidation can 
also be initiated by factors other than irradiation^®«, 
studies were also conducted on saaq>les of corn oil which had 
undergone artefactual peroxidation.
The corn oil was subjected to a variety of treatments 
including (i) V-irradiation at a dose level of 5.0 kGy, (ii) 
heating at 60»C for a period of 24 hr. and (iii) exposure to 
•ir at ambient temperature for 24 hr. In each case a control 
■■■pi* wee also analysed.
Figures 4.8(a), (b), (o) and (d) show the resulting zero- 
order and corresponding 2D electronic absorption spectra of 
cyclohexane extracts of corn oil subjected to the three 
different treatments. The 2D spectra of the irradiated sasq>le 
(Figure 4.8(a)) exhibitjj minima located at 229, 234 and 242 
nm respectively which correspond to conjugated diene 
absorption maxima in the zero-order spectra. The 2D —  
located at 234 and 242 nm (marked by the arrows) are 
conceivably attributable to trmnm,trutm (t,t)- and cim,trmn» 
(a,t}- conjugated diene species^^^. The 2D absorption spectra 
of corn oil subjected to oxidation by heating and exposure to 
•Ir (Figures 4.8(b) and (c) respectively) were also obtained 
and compared with those of the irradiated saiq>le.
Figures 4.8(b) and (c) also exhibit minima located at 229
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•nd 242 la. the 2D signal at 234 la präsent in the
irradiated sanple of corn oil is absent. The 2D spectra for 
the control saaple (Figure 4.8(d)) exhibits one ainixna 
located at 229 na and both 2D signals at 234 and 242 lun 
(attributable to isoaeric conjugated diene species) are 
absent. Therefore, peroxidation is aanifested by the presence 
of the 2D signal at 234 nai.
The conjugated dienes arising in all saag>les of corn oil 
were Monitored over a period of tiise, and aodiflcations in 
the intensities of the 234 and 242 la 2D signals with 
Increasing tiaa were aonitored. Figures 4.9(a) and (b) show 
plots of the intensity of the 2D signals at (a) 234 na
(corresponding to (t,t)-) and (b) 242 na (corresponding to 
(c,t)- conjugated dienes) versus tias for all four saaples of 
c o m  oil.
iT
Analysis of Figures 4.9(a) and (b) shoi^clear differences 
between the four saaples of corn oil subjected to the various 
treatasnts. In general, for all four saaplas studied the 2D 
intensity of the signals at 234 na and 242 na increase 
initially followed by a decrease with tiae. This observation 
is readily attributable to the instability of the lipid 
hydroperoxydienes and hydroxydienes which after a period of 
breakdown to give secondary peroxidation products.
For the saaple of corn oil subjected to irradiation 
traataant, the intensity of the signal at 234 na is at a 
aaxiaua during the first 48 hrs. of analysis following 
irradiation (Figure 4.9(a)). For all other saaples, the
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•ign«l *t 234 n. i. «b.«nt Initially although aftar a pariod 
of 72-96 hra. of analysis it appaars in tha spactrua. Tha 
intansity of tha 234 na signal incraasas slowly during tha 
96-144 hr. post-irradiation tiaa pariod. This obsarvation any 
ba attributabla to artafactual paroxidation by axposura to 
ataospharic oxygan or light.
Tha 2D intansity of tha signal at 242 na (Figurs 4.9 (b)) 
howavar, is prasant in all corn oil saaplas studiad froa day 
1 of analysis, its intansity being tha graatast in corn oil 
saig>las subjactad to paroxidation by F-irradiation, haating, 
and axposura to air. As axpactad, tha intansity of this 
signal was lowast in tha control saapla.
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Figure 4 8
(a)
corrMponding 2D • l•nron1c absorption spoctra (- > of a
irradlatad ata doaa of S.O kQy (spactra racordod on day 1 )•
CW
Z*ro-ordar (----) and corraapondlng 2Dalactronlc absorption spaetra (----- ) of aeyelohaxana axtract of corn oil haatad at 
eo*C for 24 hr. (apactra racordad on day 1
Figure A.8
(C)
Zmro-ordmr (--- ) and corraapondlng 20• lactronic absorption spoctra (----- ) of acyclohoxana axtract of com oil subjoctad to oxidation in air for 24 hr. (apactra racordad on day 1).
( d )
Zaro-ordar (--- ) and corraaponding 20alactronic absorption spactra (■-- ) of acyelohoxana axtract of corn oil control (spoctra rocordad on day i).
(b )
A typical plot of tha intanalty of tha 2 0  signal at 234 nsi for corn oil subjactad to 
( 1 )  Irradiation (m Q  D ), (ii) haating at 
80*C (O  O  O  ) ,  ( 1 1 1 )  oxidation In air (-A-- -*"*■-) and a control sampla (• • • ).
Mr*.
A typical plot of tha Intansity of tha 2 0  signal at 241  dm for corn oil aubjactad to 
( 1 )  Irradiation ( Q  Q  Q  ) ,  ( 1 1 )  haating at 
B0*C (O O  ^ ) ,  ( 1 1 1 )  oxidation In air (-A—  -A-A*) and a control saapla (• • • ).
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I I ■WII»KT JUm COBCUMIOM
4 .4 .1  C o n in o a t i l  n t« n *  lU thod
The autocatalytlc aelf-perpetuatlng nature of the lipid 
peroxidation proceee reeulta in the foliation of Miaeurable 
concentratione of its end-products produced during 
autoxidation of corn oil and standard fatty acids. The 
determination of isMeric conjugated diene lipid 
hydroperoxydienes and hydroxydienes by 2D spectrophotoMtry
• »«thod which shown sane promise for the assessment of 
oxidative damage to lipids in fat-containing foods.
8ai^>les of c o m  oil peroxidised by the various treatments 
*9““ “-radiation, heat and air autoxidation) resulted in the 
formation (from their 2D spectra) of minima located at 234 
and 242 nm, attributable to t,t- and c,t- conjugated diene 
lipid hydroperoxydienes. Initially however, the signals at 
232 and 242 nm (measured within 24 hrs. after irradiation 
found to be present only in the sample 
subjected to peroxidation by gamma-radiation treatment. Tisw- 
dependent studies resulted in the develoimwnt and increase in 
intensities of both signals (in all samples) over a period of 
time.
The analytical system employed here is rapid, ssnsitivs 
and clearly illustrates its ability to detect products 
generated in the peroxidation process, specifically t,t- and 
c,t- co^ugated diene lipid hydroperoxydienes.
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4.4.2 «hiobarfaitario laid Mathod
The deteralnatlon of MDA by the application of 2D 
spectrophotoMtry to the analyals of TBA-reactlve naterlal 
present In peroxldlsed corn oil and standard fatty adds Is 
also a proadslng SMthod for the assessMnt of free radlcal- 
swdlated oxidative damage to lipids. The selectivity of the 
TBA test can be further Increased by HPLC separation folloired 
by spectrophotcMMtrlc detection at 270 nm of the 2tl TBA-HDA 
a d d u c t o r  alternatively by exploiting the adduct's 
fluorescence properties
All peroxldlsed sasg>les of corn oil (subjected to the 
various treatments) resulted In the formation of 2D 
absorption minima located at 452, 496 and 532 nm
respectively. However, the Increased absorbance of the 
Fe(II)/BDTA/B202~treated sample demonstrated the ability of 
this system to trigger and consequently enhance the lipid 
peroxidation process, since Iron serves as a catalyst for the 
fonsatlon of the highly reactive *OH radical.
Under the highly acidic conditions esq>loyed In the tent 
and. In the presence of catalytic redox-active transition 
■stal-lons (e.g. Fe(II)), llnolelc and llnolenlc acids are 
•Iso rapidly autoxldlned to give TBA-reactlve materials.
The potential application of these two methods (l.e. TBA 
and conjugated diene method) as test systems for 
discriminating between Irradiated and non-lrradlated 
foodstuffs containing PUFAs however shows little prosd.se. 
The lipid peroxidation process Is time-dependent and may also 
proceed artefactually. Therefore, fat-contalnlng foods not
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•objected to gaMM-irradiation, aftar a period of tlM, eight 
additionally give positive results Indicative of the 
peroxidation process. However, both Methodologies do serve as 
useful and sensitive indicators for eonltoring *0H radical 
Initiated oxidative degradation of PUFAs in foodstuffs 
subsequent to irradiation treatsMnt.
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5.1 Introduction
of Ionising rsdlsllon on csrbohydrslss and 
carbohydrat#“Contalnlng foodsluffs has hsan piravlously 
ravlswad and studied In sons detail**»  ^ »120  ^
l'**^ *i^ *ctlon of Ionising radiation with carbohydrates results 
o*ldatlve degradation ^ which suiy lead to colour changes 
•nd to ths developawnt of "off—flavours*.
Cheelcal aodlficatlon by ionising radiation for 
carbohydrates occurring in the agueous phase is 
predominantly an indirect effect of radiation.
Consequently, any observed changes are siostly due to 
reactions with the prijsary products of water radlolysls. The 
■•Jor reactive species In the degradation process Is the 
hydroxyl radical flOH). The 'OH radical Is also known to be 
torm»d In biochemical systems by Iron salt-oxygen 
i"^*i^»®tlons, the overall reaction susmutrlsed In equation 5 . 1  
(the Iron-catalysed Haber-Welss reactlon^^l»1 2 2 j^
Fe-salt 
catalyst
gtltl iTtoiXTl »adloal rtlBI Attack on Olaooee
^2 ^ H2O2 O2 + 'OH + OH' (5.1)
Glucose (a monosaccharide and representative of slaq>le 
sugars) Is the most Important basic unit of larger food 
carbohydrates such as starch and cellulose. Its oxidation and 
radiation chesdstry have been studied In st»e detall^23,124  ^
Glucose reacts with the primary radicals with second-order 
rate constants of k2 ~ 3 x 10* i-l dm-’ . - 1 for the
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hydrated alactron (•-„), k, - 4 x 10  ^»ol"^aq" "•2 “ * *
hydrogen ato« (H^ and k2 - 1.9 x 10* »ol"^ dai^  e“  ^ for the 
hydroxyl radical* (t)H).
The MchanlaM of the reaction of H* atoaM and ’OH radleala 
with glucose ie predoadnantly by hydrogen abstraction fr«i 
carbon bound hydrogen atoM (C— H) to yield prisMzy glucoeyl 
radicals***»^**. The ’OH radicals and H* atosis are not very 
selective and abstraction occurs at all six positions (C^- 
Cfi) of the aldohexose. The radicals generated participate in 
• series of reactions resulting in the fonsation of a large 
nuaber of prlsMry and secondary products of carbohydrate 
d«9'*dation. The reactions responsible for the generation of 
these products have been studied in s o s m  detail by Dizdaroglu 
et ai. and consist of disproportionation reactions of the 
priswry glucosyl radicals, aliaination of water froa a -/}- 
dihydroxyalkyl radicals, rearrangeaent reactions and hydrogen 
abstraction froa glucosyl radicals. One of the reaction 
■chesMs for 'OH radical attack on Carbon-2 of glucose is 
outlined in Figure 5.1*^*'^*^.
The products of *0H radical attack on glucose have been 
previously identified by aeans of paper chrosMtography, 
radioactive tracers*** and gas chrosuitography coad>ined with 
mass spectrosMtry***. S o s m  26 radiolysis products of glucose 
have been identified. The products largely consist of D- 
gluconic acid, D-glucosona, D-glucuronic acid, 2-deoxy- 
gluconlc acid, arabinose, deoxy-keto-glucose sugars and, in 
addition, 2C/3C fragaants identified to be glyoxal, glycollic 
aldehyde, and D-glyceraldehyda. Furthermore, oxygen
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i n f l u . n c  th. n.tur. of the product, ari.ing. i„ it. 
•b..„c, w.t.r .lii.in.tion .nd r..rr.n,«.nt proc..... 
•uppr....d, no deoxy coiipound. .r. producd «nd th. yi.id. of 
•ug«r .cid. and k.to acid. ar. incr.a.^ill».
One Of The Reactions of *0h Radical Attack On 
C-2 Of The Glucose Molecule*’ *
CHjON
J — o
CHjOH
0< OHJ Q
♦ w
OH
♦H,0
HM)
2 -  Omy -  g iBTMMlKtMt
Figure 5.1
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Th* primary and aacondary products resulting from *0H 
radical attack on a range of other aldohexoses have also been 
studied by Phillips et with particular reference
to the radiolysis of aqueous solutions of fructose and 
sucrose. Generally, the radiolytic products generated consist 
of aldonic and alduronic acids, osones and lower sugars. In 
addition, a coasK>n process is ring scission reactions which 
lead to the formation of two- and three- carbon atom 
aldehydic fragments. For higher saccharides (or 
polysaccharides), glycosidic scission also occurs.
g.1.2 ronation of Walondialdehyde OPA) from Carbohydrates 
labiected to 'em «adioal Attack
Another compound formed during oxidative degradation of 
deoxysugars is the dicarbonyl malondialdehyde (MDA) which is 
•Ino • well known end-product of the lipid peroxidation 
P^oc**** • One of the smst extensively studied deoxysugars
is 2-deoxy-D-ribose®*'126,127^ sugar is readily attacked
by OH radical to form MDA which reacts on heating with 
thiobarbituric acid (TBA) under acidic conditions to yield a 
pink coloured chromogen. The degradation may be initiated by 
(i) a "site-specific’ formation of ’OH radical derived frns 
iron ions bound to the deoxyribose molecule^^®, (ii) by 
Attack of 'OH radical generated free in solution^^^ (iron ions 
bound to BDTA in the Fenton reaction) or (iii) by radiolysis 
ot water®^. Reducing agents such as ascorbate or the 
•ui>eroxide ion (O2”) are capable of accelerating the reaction 
by converting Fe^* ions to accessible Fe^* ions required in
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th« Fenton reaction. Free MDA eey be cherecterieed by HPLC 
coupled with UV detection at 270 ne and the HDA-TBA adduct by 
ita absorbance at 532
Deoxyrlbose daaage Is Inhibited by scavengers of "OH 
radical such as SMnnitol, thiourea and catechol (i.e. these 
react with "OH radical at higher rate constants than that of 
deoxyribose^3°), suggesting that "OH radical is indeed 
responsible for its degradation. Consequently, the 
"deoxyribose assay” has been eeployed as a Method for 
detecting ‘OB radical production in blocheMlcal systesw.
Other researchers have also studied the iron-ion dependent 
degradation of various carbohydrates (deoxysugars), aad.no 
acids and a range of nucleosides to yield TBA-reactlve 
intermediates which have been detected by fluorescence, UV 
absorption spectrophotoeetry or high perfomance liquid 
chroaattographyl29,130^ Further analysis reveals that, of all 
the compounds tested, only deoxyribose yielded a volatile 
TBA-reactive product after acid steam distillation of the 
reaction mixture*^. This product exhibited properties 
characteristic to those of standard MOA. The precise identity 
of the TBA-reactlve products generated by all other 
carbohydrates, amino acids and nucleosides may be 
attributable to alternative secondary oxidation products. 
Iron damage to carbohydrates and amino acids is thought to 
give rise to an increased range of toxic and potentially 
<l*meging free radical-derived intermediates formed from 
bioenlecules in vivo.
The oxidative degradation of sugars in aqueous solution
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(generated by a Fenton reaction or ionising radiation) 
^••ults in the fonsatlon of a range of carbonyl CCTig>ounds 
which are also TBA reactive. These include gluconic acid, 
glycollaldehyde, glyceraldehyde and acetaldehyde. The nature 
of these TBA-reactive products have been determined by 
second-derivative (2D) electronic absorption 
spectrophotoaetry. The 2D technique for TBA—reactive 
intermediates has not been previously applied in the study of 
radiolytic damage to carbohydrates.
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S.a mwMijLitu
g .2 . 1  2P tptrtwphgtawtric AailTiit of iBA-ito«ctii>«
i a  «  K « w  ffi C a r tg h T a r it t t  9vh^•et•d t o  oa  K « d i e . i  » 1« ,
q»nw«t«d hr thm rmnton
JMl— 2~P«o»rribo««
Th. 2D •p.ctrophoto.etric technique was employed to 
resolve overlapping absorption maxima present in visible 
spectra obtained from the reaction of carbohydrates 
(subjected to oxidative degradation by the Fenton system) 
with TEA. Following treatment with an Fe(Il) (1.0 x 10~* mol. 
dm 3)/bdta (1.0 X 10~* mol. dm"3)/H202 (3.3 x 10"* mol. dm"^) 
- system, mil sugar solutions yielded a pink-coloured 
chrosK>gen upon heating with TEA at acid pH, suggesting free- 
radical-mediative oxidative damage to the carbohydrates.
Figure 5.2 shows the zero-order and corresponding 2D 
electronic absorption spectra obtained frcmi the reaction of 
an Fe(II)/BDTA/H202- treated sample of 2-deoxyrlbose with 
TEA. The 2D spectrum exhibits relatively intense absorption 
minima centred at 452, 494 and 532 nm. The minimum located at 
532 nm (attributable solely to the 2tl TEAtMDA adduct) is of 
stronger intensity than the minima at 452 and 494 nm, 
indicating that the major degradation product derived from 2- 
deoxyribose is MDA. The iron-catalysed degradation of 2- 
deoxyrlbose has been previously studied in great detail by 
Gutterldge and co-workers^^^»^29,130^ these
investigations only zero-order spectrophotometry was eiq>loyed.
?
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Figure 5 .2
Z*ro-ord«r (----) and corresponding 2D•Isctronic absorption spactra (— ■) obtainedfron tha reaction of TBA with products darlvad froa the Interaction of 2-deoxyr1bose (1.0 X 10~^ aol. de~^) with an *0H radical­generating Fe(II)/EDTA/H202 systeai.
1S4
(fc) g la c Q — .  r r w o t o « » . « M r« .« «
Flgur* 5.3(a) axhlblts tha zaro-ordar absorption spactra 
obtainad aftar allowing both control and Fa(II)/BDTA/H202- 
traatad saaplaa of glucoaa to raact with TBA. For tha glucosa 
•"Pl«» tha oxidativa dagradation by tha Fanton systaa is 
by tha foraation of larga ovarlapping absorption 
bands in tha 400-650 na ragion of tha zaro-order spactra, 
which can ba raadlly resolvad by tha racording and subsaguant 
•***in»tion of corresponding 2D spactra. Figures 5.3(b), (c), 
(•*)» (•) and (f) exhibit tha zero-order and corresponding 20 
electronic absorption spactra obtainad for tha sugars 
glucosa, fructose, sucroaa, lactose and »altosa following 
their traataant with Fa(Il)/BDTA/H202 and reaction with TBA. 
All control saaplas for each sugar solution showed no 
absorbance in tha 400-650 nm region, giving sisd.lar rasulta 
to those shown in Figure 5.3(a).
Tha zaro-order absorption spactra for tha five sugars 
contain Intansa ovarlapping bands for each sugar 
investigated, but analysia of tha 2D spactra show distinct 
•^*^^**^bias for glucose with fructose and sucrose, and for 
lactose with Mltosa. Tha 2D spactra for glucose, fructose 
and sucroaa exhibit ainiaa located at 4 5 4, 490, 530 nsi 
(attributable to tha 2il TBAtNDA adduct), and for ultoaa 
and lactose minlM are located at 452, 495, 503, 525 and 554 
nai raspactivaly.
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F ig ure  5 .S
Z«ro-ord*r absorption spactra obtained from reaction of TBA with a control aaeple ofglucose (---) and with products derived froathe Interaction of glucose (1.0 10“^ no1.dM~” ) with an *OH radical-generating Fe(II)/EDTA/H202 ayate« (---- ).
Zero-order (----) and correspondlng 2Delectronic absorption spectra (-- - ■) obtained■fro« the reaction of TBA with products derived fro« the interaction of glucose (1.0 X 10 ’ aol.da'^) with an 'OH radical- generating Fa(ZI)/EDTA/H202 syste«.
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F igure 5.3
Z«ro-ord«r (----) and corrasponding 2Dalactronic abaorptlon apactra (_____ )obtalnad froa tha raactlon of TBA with producta darivad frpa tha Intaractlon of fructoaa (1.0 x 10“^ aol.da'^) with an 'OH radical-ganarating Fa(II)/EOTA/H202 ayataa.
Zaro-ordar (----) arid corraapond 1 ng 20alactronic abaorptlon apactra (— — obtalnad froa tha raactlon of TBA with producta darlvad froa tha Intaractlon of aucroaa (1.0 X 10~^ ao1.da~^) with an ’OH radical- ganarating Fa(II)/EDTA/H202 ayataa.
Lactose
Z«ro-ord«r (----) and corrrasponding 2Dalactronic absorption spactra (----) obtalnadfroa tha raactlon of TBA with products dsrlvad fro« tha Jntaractlon of lactoaa (1.0 X 10“^ no1.d«~^) with an ’OH radlcal- ganaratlng Fa(II)/EDTA/H20 2 systa«.
Maltose
Zaro-ordar (----) and corraapondlng 20alactronlc absorption spactra ( ) obtalnadfroM tha raactlon of TBA with products darivad fro« tha Intaractlon of maltosa (1.0 X 10“^ «o1.d«~^) with an ‘OH radlcal- ganaratlng Fo(II)/E0TA/H2O2 systa«.
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(c> Oalaeto««- gjJ *«*gfciiao—
Figures 5.4(a), (b) and (c) show zero-order absorption 
spectra obtained after allowing control and Fe(II)/SDTA/H202- 
treated sables of galactose, rlbose and arablnose to react 
with TBA. The large overlapping bands bear m c h  sisdlarity to 
each other. However, they are distinctly different to the 
zero-order absorption spectra obtained for Fe(II)/BDTA/H2O2- 
treated sam>las of glucose, sucrose, fructose, lactose and 
■altóse.
Figures 5.4(d), (e) and (f) show the corresponding 2D 
electronic absorption spectra obtained for the treated 
sallies of galactose, ribose and arabinose. The 2D spectra 
three saaples exhibit ■inisw located at 452 (2D
spectra for this ■iniwia is not shown on scale for this 
signal), 495, 525 and 637 nn respectively.
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Figure 5.Z|
u)
Qaixtose
Ribose
fZ«ro-ordar absorption spoctra obtainad fro* tha raactlj^  of TBA jdth (1) control aaiaplas 
( 1 . 0  X 1 0  mol.da ■*) of galactosa, ribosaand arablnosa (----) and (11) with productsdarivsd from tha Intaractlon of tha sugars with an "OH radical-ganarat1ng Fa(II)/E0TA/H2O2 ayatam (----).
leo
T ( d )
(e)
Galactose
RitxHe
darivad f r o m  th* of (a)------ , . .... Intaractlon ..galactosa, (b) riboaa and (c) arabinoaa (1.0 X 10"* no1.d«~^) with an "OH radlcal- oanaratlng FadD/EDTA/HjOj ayata«.
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?t2.2 ap fPtgtggPhotg««tric Idantlfjcatien of th« *«*- 
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Although the identity of the peak at 532 na (in 2- 
deoxyriboee aaaples only) can be aaeigned to the 2il TBA-HDA 
adduct, the origin of the bands at the various other 
wavelengths in the 2D spectra arise fro» the reaction of 
alternative secondary oxidation products (froa carbohydrate 
degradation) with TBA. Carbohydrate degradation products in 
addition to MDA include gluconic acid, glyceraldehyde, 
glyoxal and glycollaldehyde, amongst others^^®'123^
Figures 5.5(a), (b), (c) and (d) show the zero-order and 
corresponding 2D electronic absorption spectra obtained 
fro» the reaction of gluconic acid, glyceraldehyde, glyoxal 
and glycollaldehyde with TBA. The 2D spectru» obtained from 
the reaction of gluconic acid with TBA exhibits absorption 
■iniaa centred at 456, 492 (most intense), 530 and 634 n», 
identical to the 2D bands found for oxidatively damaged 
glucose, fructose and sucrose, indicating its possible 
formation from*0H radical-mediated attack on these sugars.
The 2D spectrum of TBA-reacted glyceraldehyde exhibits a 
fairly intense absorption minimum located at 455 nm and a 
•■•Her minimum of lower intensity centred at 554 
nm. Both the 2D bands at 455 and 554 nm are found in 
Fe(ll)/BDTA/B202- treated sai^les of lactose and maltose. 
Glyoxal and glycollaldehyde also exhibit characteristic 
absorption minima located at 454 nm (present in both), 490 nm 
(very intense 2D band present only in the spectrum of 
products derived from the reaction of TBA with
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glycollaldahyd«), 525 na (pr«a«nt in both) and 552 na (vary 
intansa 2D band prasant only in tha spactrua obtainad froa 
tha raaction of TBA with glyoxal).
Connaquantly, it is likaly that tha 2D ainiaa locatad at 
525 na arising in spectra of Fa(II)/BDTA/H2O2- treated 
oi galactose^ ribosa and arabinosa aay ba 
attributable to glyoxal and glycollaldahyda. In addition, tha 
2D band centred at 552 na arising in treated saaples of 
aaltosa and lactose could ba attributable to glyoxal which 
an intense band locatad at this wavelength. Therefore, 
tha 2D bands locatad at 454, 490 and 552 na in tha various 
carbohydrates subjected to *OH radical-asdiatad degradation 
aay be attributable to glyceraldehyde, glycol laldehyde and 
Table 5.1 depicts the structures of all sugars and 
the secondary products of degradation investigated.
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Figure 5.5
0-QkJcoruc
Acid
Z«ro-ord«r (----) and corraspondlng 2D•lactronic abaorptlon apactra C-----) of D-gluconlc (1.0 x 10~* Mo1.dm~^) acid obtained after reaction with TBA.
Qlyoeraidenyde
Zero-order (-----) and correapondlng 2Delectronic abaorptlon apectra (----) ofglycaraldahyde (1.0 x 10~* nol.de'^) obtained after reaction with TBA.
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Figure 5LS
Qiyoxai
Z«ro-ord«r (----) and corrasponding 20alactronic abaorptlon apactra (_____ ) ofglyoxal (1.0 x 10"* Mol.dn"^) obtainad aftar raactlon with TBA.
Qtycoiiaidetivde
Zaro-ordar (----) and corraapondlng 20• lactronlc abaorptlon apactra (_____ .) ofglycollaldahyda (l.o x 1 0 "* aol.dM"*) obtainad aftar raactlon with TBA.
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T A B L E  5.1
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».4 PUCOMKMI M D  COBCUMIOB
During th* atringent acld/haatlng atagaa o£ the TBA assay, 
it should be noted that gluconic acid (a prlsMry degradation 
product o£ glucose) Is further degraded to give a cosblnatlon 
of secondary products In the sdxture which also react with 
TBA. The secondary products of *0H radical attack on glucose 
and fructose Include glyoxal, glyceraldehyde, 
glycollaldehyde, glucosone and glucosan^^®»^^3^ Sucrose, 
however. Is a dlsaccharlde consisting of a unit of glucose 
and fructose joined together by a dlsaccharlde linkage. ’OH 
^*^ical“Bedlated attack on agueous solutions of sucrose 
results In hydrolysis of the sucrose molecule, yielding 
glucose and fructose as the prlsuiry products. Further 'OH 
radical attack produces the secondary products arising frcai 
glucose and fructose. Consequently, the 2D spectra obtained 
for the three sugars show slsdlar 2D bands.
The absorption spectra obtained frost the reaction of TBA 
with products dsrlved from *0H radical-mediated oxidative 
to rlbose and arablnose are analogous to that obtained 
for galactose after treatsMnt with Fe(II)/BDTA/H2O2 and 
reaction with TBA. However, as expected, further analysis by 
2D spectrophotcmstry has shown that the 2D spectra for the 
aldopentoses, rlbose and arablnose are alsK>st Identical In 
comparison to the aldohexose, galactose. In general, "OH 
radical attack on aldohexoses or aldopentoses In agueous 
solution results In end-group oxidation followed by chain 
scission to yield the lower fragments^^^. For the sugars
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studied, s possible initial product fomwd includes the 
corresponding hexonic/pentonic acids (forawd f r m  the prlsMry 
radicals generated by abstraction of carbon-bound hydrogen 
atosM of the sugar )> for exai^>le, gluconic acid froe the 
glucosyl radical or rlbonic acid fre» the ribosyl radical 
The lower 2C/3C aldehydic fragaents from all sugars 
investigated include glyoxal, glycollaldehyde and 
glyceraldehyde.
The determination of TBA-reactive material in aqueous 
sugar solutions subjected to *0H radical attack by the 
application of 20 spectrophotometry appears to be a proadslng 
method for the assessment of oxidative damage to 
carbohydrates. In all cases, no TBA-reactlve material was 
generated by control (untreated) sugar solutions. However, 
its possible application as a method for detecting the 
irradiation status of foodstuffs is questionable. The results 
presented here are confined solely to chemical model systems, 
but in foodstuffs carbohydrates are found to occur in 
combination with various other food components. The presence 
of these additional coaqmnents, e.g. proteins and fats, may 
very likely suppress the formation of radlolytlc products 
from carbohydrates. Furthermore, oxidative damage to proteins 
and fats generate TBA-reactlve material which may be 
indistinguishable from that of carbohydrates. However, the 2D 
technique does appear to be relatively promising for 
foodstuffs comprised primarily of carbohydrates. Indeed, the 
method may be employed as a supplement to alternative methods
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*- mwiror» or wmi
<.l Introdnction
A variety of spectroaooplc tachniquaa, including 
thanMluainascanca^^ (TL) and electron spin resonance (BSR) 
spectroscopy^^ have previously been applied in the detection 
o* irradiated foodstuffs. With respect to TL, the technique 
has been utilised for the assessaent of light esdtted by 
trapped free radicals arising predcadnantly in irradiated 
spices^*^.
BSR spectroscopy, which exploits the spin properties of 
the unpaired electron in free radicals (trapped in hard parts 
of foodstuffs) when exposed to an external Magnetic field, 
has been acre widely eiq>loyed as a detection technique to a 
larger variety of foodstuffs. These include chicken bone, 
spices, seeds and pips (in a variety of fruits and 
vegetablea^*»^*) and seafoods^^ (cf. Section 1.2.1).
recently, the developaent of high-field MHR 
spectroscopy in the study of the chemical c<aq>osition of 
biological systesM has becoaw fairly w i d e s p r e a d ^ ® ' N N R  
•P*ctroscopy is a non-destructive, non-invasive and highly 
■•nsitive technique. In biological systems)^ Majority of the 
coapounds of interest contain hydrogen. This abundance of 
hydrogen-containing coapounds together with the greater 
inherent sensitivity of HNR spectroscopy has led to its 
widespread use.
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<.1.1 ■iah-Fi«ld H E  <D«ctro«c»oaT to th« 
*Ml^«i« of Irr«di«t»d Foodataff»
Hlgh-fl«ld proton HMR spoctroscopy has racantly baan uaad 
to Invaatlgata tha assassaant of radlolytlc damaga to 
naturally-occurring carbohydrataa, with particular rafaranca 
to aucroaa and glycosaalnoglycan hyaluronata^^. Tha NMR 
apactrua of aucrosa ravaalad tha foraatlon of foraaldahyda 
and foraata (tha final products of gaaaa-radlolysls of 
aquaous sucrosa^^^). Gaaaiw-radlolyala of aguaous solutions of 
tha glycosaalnoglycan hyaluronata gava rlsa to tha forsuttlon 
of tha MNK-datactabla M-acatylglucosaalna-contalnlng 
ollgosaccharlda spaclas^^.
NMR spactroscopy aay also bo utlllsad to assass 
radlolytlcally-lnducad aodifIcatlons occurring In tha 
chaalcal coaposltlon of foodstuffs, such as saafoods (a.g 
prawns, shrlaps). Tha axoskalatal aatrlx of prawns Is 
coa{>osad of tha polysaccharlda chltln ( a , /} (1— M ) - llnkad 
polyaar of N-acatyl-D-glucosaalna^^^]. Indaad, Dasroslars^^ 
analysad shriap axoskalaton by alaetron spin rasonanca (BSR) 
spactroscopy. Tha BSR signals obtalnad froai Irradlatad shriaq^ 
shall and Irradlatad H-acatyl-D-glucosaalna showad spactral 
slallarltlas.
In this study MMR spactroscopy has baan utllisad to 
dataralna radlolytically-lnducad choalcal aodifIcatlons 
occurring In frash and frosan prawns, with rafaranca to OH 
radical attack on tha amino acid constituent aathlonlna. 
Proton Hahn spln-acho aathods In MMR spactroscopy hava baan 
aaployad, resulting In spactral simplification by suppressing
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Plgur«« 6.1(a) and (b) axhlblt tha 500 MHz Hahn Spin­
ach© MMR spactra of control and gaaaM-irradiatad ( 5.0 kGy) 
portlona of tha supamatant (n-5 for aach) obtalnad froai 
availabla fraah prawns with shalla Intact. Tha 
control aaapla (Figure 6.1(a)) contains a nuabar of 
rasonancas attributable to a variety of andoganoua prawn 
■atabolitaa, including leucine (Lau), isolaucina (lie), 
valine (Val), threonine (Thr), arginine (Arg), aathlonina 
(Mat), succinate (Sue), dlaathylaaina (DMA) and 
trlsMthylasdna (TMA) respectively.
The identity of the cosg>onents in the prawn supernatant 
was confiraed on the basis of their characteristic cheaical 
•hift values and coupling patterns observed froa the 
spactra obtained under identical experiaental
conditions.
A coaparison of the NMR spectra for the control and 
^«■■••irradiated prawn saaple supernatants reveals a nusdber 
of differences. The intensities of the aethionine-S-CH3 9roup 
singlet and V -€82“ group triplet resonances at 2.13 and 
2.635 ppa decrease substantially as a consequence of gaaaw- 
irradiation treataent. In addition, the NMR spectra of the 
i^*^«<*i«i«d prawn saapla supernatant exhibits a resonance at 
2.752 ppa, located slightly downfield to the intense 
‘*i*«i*‘yi«»ine signal. This resonance is attributable to
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Mthionln* ■ulphoxid«-’80-CH3 9i^oup which was prsvlously 
undshsdabls In bhs control prawn saapla suparnalanh.
of radlolytic wathionlna sulphoxida was also 
obsarvad in gana-lrradiatad suparnatanta of frozen da- 
*hallad prawn saaplan (data not shown).
Another notable difference between the control and gaawut- 
Irradlated prawn saaple aupernatants (obtained fr«i Intact 
shells) la an Increase In the Intensity of the acetate- CH3 
group resonance (coag>onent A In Figures 6.1(a) and (b)) In 
the Irradiated treated saag>le.
The Increase In Intensity of the acetate resonance as a 
consequence of Irradiation Is eost probably attributable to 
radlolytlcally-generated *0H radical attaclc on N- 
acetylglucosaalne present In polysaccharides (e.g. polyasrlc 
glycosaalnoglycan (hyaluronate) or the polysaccharide chltln 
(a proalnent feature of the exoskeleton of prawns^^)). 
Indeed, the prawn saag>la supernatants studied were derived 
fro« prawns Irradiated with their shells Intact. Purthensore, 
the mat spectrum of a gassm-lrradlated (S.OkGy) aqueous 
solution of lactate (data not shown), which Is present In 
large quantities In prawn saaple supernatants, also contained 
signals attributable to the -CH3-group protons of acetate and 
acetone. Consequently, the radlolytlcally-aedlated elevations 
In acetate levels of prawn supernatants «ay additionally 
•rise fro«‘OH radical attack on lactate^^®.
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f.2.2 uatoiTtln
A standard aquaoua solution
Matfclaat«»
of L-sisthionina
(concantration, 0 .1 0 aol dM~^) prior and subsequant to gaaaui- 
Irradiation traatMnt at a dosa of 5.0 kGy was analysad by 
HMR spactroscopy. Figuras 6.2(a) and (b) axhibit 400 MBs 
singla pulsa NMR spactra obtalnad bafora and aftar gasM- 
radlolysls of aquaous solutions of L-aathionina.
Subsaquant to gaaaa-radiolysis, tha aathionina proton 
rasonancas dacraasa in intanslty. Furthanaora, tha singlat 
rasonanca locatad at 2.752 ppa, attributabla to aathionina- 
SO-CH3-group and at 3.021 ppai, attributabla to SMthlonina-SO- 
”^®2” ■ultiplat ara also visibla in tha spactxiui (Flgura 
6.2 (b)).
This obsarvation tharafora daaonstratas tha convarsion of 
••^**^®"^*** ^o Mthionina sulphoxida by radiolytically- 
ganaratad 'OH radical. In addition, Figura 6.2(c) shows tha 
corrasponding MMR spactrua of a standard aquaous solution 
of DL-asthlonina sulphoxida. Thasa rasults ara consistant 
with thosa obtalnad for tha radiolytically-aadiatad 
aodifications to Mthionina prasant in gaMa-irradiatad prawn 
saapla supamatants (Figuras 6.3(a) and (b)), tharaby furthar 
daaonstrating that aiathlonina sulphoxida is indaad a 
radiolytic product dsrlvad fro« 'OH radical attaclc on 
Mthionins.
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».3 »XWmkMX M D  COHC3JMI0«
Proton Hahn Spin-acho MMR apactroacopy haa bean 
auccaasfully enployad in tha datarvlnatlon of radiolyticaliy- 
■adiatad oxldativa dauga to andoganous coag>onanta praaant in 
fraah and frosan prawns.
Ona particular aspact which nay aid in diacriadnating 
batwaan irradiatad prawna fro» non-irradiatad control aaa«>laa 
ia tha forwition of tha NMR- datactabla »athionina aulphoxida 
{-SO-CH3 9««P ainglat rasonanca), prasunably producad fro* 
tha attack of radiolytically-ganaratad ‘OH radical on 
■athionina. Howavar, a wida ranga of biological ayatams (a.g. 
rat and livar tiaauaa, huaan lung and apinach laavaa) contain 
tha anzyma »athionina aulphoxida raductaaa, and aa a raault 
tha praaanca of vary low concantrationa of aulphoxida in non- 
irradiatad (control) prawna cannot ba rulad out. Howavar, 
undar tha axpari»antal conditiona aiq>loyad in thia atudy, 
»athionina aulphoxida waa not datactabla in non-irradiatad 
control aa^;>laa, and tharafora it waa poaaibla to diatinguiah 
batwaan irradiatad and non-irradiatad prawna.
Mathionina raacta with ’OH radical with a vary high aacond- 
ordar rata conatant, kj - 5.1 x 10* *ol"^ d»^ »"1 («t pH 
7^^®) and ia tharafora a auitabla "targat* aolacula for 
acavanging‘OH radical.
Furthar»ora, ^H NMR apactroacopy alao daaonatratad that 
of prawn auparnatanta (with ahalla intact) 
raaultad in aignificant incraaaaa in concentration of tha 
c o ^ n a n t  attributable to acetate, producad aa a conaaquanca 
of tJH radical attack on N-acatyl groupa of glucoaa»ine.
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Ac«t*t* M y  also ba generated by*OH radical attack on lactate 
(second order rate conatant, kj - 4 .8 x 10^ aol"^ d«^ a"^, at 
pH 9) which ia present in prawns in relatively large anounts.
The potential application of ^H MMR spectroscopy as a 
detection Mthod for irradiated foodstuffs (priMrily shell­
fish) appears to be relatively proadsing, particularly in the 
detection of methionine sulphoxide, which is not norMlly 
i.n non*i.rradlabed samples #
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7. PUCTMIOB MTO COW C L W I O M
Chaalcal changes produced in foods as a consequence of the 
Irradiation process are predosdnantly attributable to the 
highly reactive *0H radical, which interacts with a large 
number of biosiolecules present in foodstuffs. These 
interactions result in the production of vast nuadaers of 
chemical species which may be identified and/or quantified by 
application of appropriate analytical techniques.
ArcMMtic compounds such as phenols and phenolic acids 
(present in a variety of fruits and vegetables) react 
extremely rapidly with "OH radical to form a mixture of 
hydroxylated p r o d u c t s ^ * D e t e c t i o n  of these products is 
achieved by a combination of HPLC with EC detection*®'*®, a 
methodology which unites the ability to separate cMplex 
mixtures of phenolic cosq;>onents with high sensitivity (i.e. 
concentrations of parts per billion or less). It provides 
substantial evidence of gaasaa-irradiation treatsMnt (at doses
1.0-5.0 kGy) of strawberry and celery homogenates in the 
pz'**ance of a non-irradiated control sample. One of the most 
striking modifications was the marked depletion of gentisic 
acid and formation of catechol in irradiated celery 
homogenates. Furthermore, the concentrations of further 
individual phenolic acids increase or decrease as a 
consequence of irradiation treatsMnt. The concentration of 
gentisic acid in stra«rt>erry homogenates was found to decrease 
gradually as the radiation dose increased frcxs 1.0 kGy to 5.0 
kGy. The presence of large quantities of vitasdn C (a potent 
radical scavenger) in strawberries may offer some protection
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to phenolic coaponents agalnat radlolytic damage. The 
HPLC/BCO approach can indeed be employed to aaaeas 
radiolytlcally-generated modificatione in fruits and 
vegetables, but the technique does necessiate the presence of 
a non-irradiated control sasg>le.
The self-propagating peroxidation of polyunsaturated fatty 
acids has been studied for sumy years^®®. The conjugated 
dienes and diene hydroperoxides in extracts of irradiated 
foodstuffs (specifically trana,tranm- and cls,trans- isc»ers) 
can be conveniently determined by 2D spectrophotometric 
analysis. However, parameters such as temperature, exposure 
to light and the availability of oxygen and traces of 
catalytic metal ions can all prcxsote their production.
*^** «tudies conducted, it appears that peroxidation 
is manifested by the formation of the 2D signal at 234 nm 
(attributable to t,t- conjugated diene lipid hydroperoxide) 
which was found initially only in a sample of corn oil 
subjected to peroxidation by irradiation. In all samples of 
corn oil artefactually peroxidised, the 2D signal at 234 nm 
appeared 6-7 days after Initiation of the peroxidation 
P*’®®***« Measurement of intermediates in and end-products 
(TBA-reactlve products) of the lipid peroxidation process by 
2D spectrophotometry is a useful methodology and relatively 
*****^^^^* indicator for monitoring oxidative degradation to 
PUFAs by 'OH radical.
TBA-reactive products generated by *0H radical attacJc on 
aqueous solutions of carbohydrates have also been studied by
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2D spcotrophotoMtry. Th« results dsaonstrstsd thst in 
addition to HDA, s Isr^s nunbsr of sltsrnstlve secondary 
oxidation products apd forssd, which are also TBA-rsactlve. 
The identity of the products has been successfully determined 
by their 2D spectra. These species consist of glyoxal, 
glyceraldehyde, glycollaldehyde and gluconic acid. Indeed, 
the methodology provides a convenient approach for monitoring 
*0H radical activity In model systems containing 
carbohydrates. No TBA-reactlve products were produced In 
control carbohydrate solutions.
Radlolytlcally-lnduced modifications to biomolecules In 
prawn supernatants have been determined by application of 
proton Hahn spin-echo NMR spectroscopy. A suitable endogenous 
’target" molecule In prawns for radlolytlcally-generated *OH 
radical Is the naturally occurring asdno acid methionine. 
Hydroxyl radical attack on methionine results In the 
production of NMR-detectable swthlonlne sulphoxlde^^^ which 
was detectable only In Irradiated prawn supernatants. Indeed, 
It was possible to distinguish between control and gamma- 
Irradlated prawn sample supernatants by the absence or 
presence, respectively, of the methionine sulphoxlde-SO-CH3 
group resonance In ^H Hahn spin-echo spectra.
Although the NMR technique does appear to be specific for 
the detection of methionine sulphoxlde In Irradiated prawn 
supernatants, the presence of this radlolytlc product In non- 
Irradlated (control) saa^les cannot be ruled out. This Is due 
to the known presence of the enzyme methionine sulphoxlde 
reductase (In very low concentrations) In a variety of animal
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and plan^ tissu*s> Howavar, Mathlonlna aulphoxlda waa no^ 
datactabla by NHR apactroscopy (tha sanaitlvity of which la 
approxlaabaly 1 . 0  x 10 ® aol.dai  ^ at an oparatlng fraquancy 
of 500 MHz) In non-lrradlatad, control p r a m  aaaq^laa. Tha NMR 
tachnlqua la highly aanaltlva and provldaa an altarnatlva 
procadura for tha datactlon of radlolytlcally-ganaratad *0H 
radical.
^ varlaty of analytical tachnlquaa hg^ i^  baan amployad In 
thla atudy with tha objactlva of monitoring radlolytlcally- 
ganaratad 'OH radical attack on blcxaolaculaa In a varlaty of 
i®odatuffa. Tha natura of tha analytical tachnlgua axq>loyad 
la highly dapandant on tha natura of tha foodatuff to ba 
analysad.
thla work It can ba concludad that thara appaara to 
ba no ona apaclflc taat for dlatlngulahlng batman Irradlatad 
and non-lrradlatad fooda. Howavar, for Individual foodatuffa, 
aavaral mathoda ara poaalbla dapandlng upon tha chaailcal 
coaqmaltlon of tha fooda.
Indaad, Intaractlon of lonlalng radiation raaulta In tha 
formation of raactlva fraa radlcala (a.g. 'OH radical) laadlng 
• l*rga nuabar of poaalbla raactlona with "targat" 
■olaculaa In foodatuffa. Chamlcal IdantlfIcatlon of 
fooda tharafora rallaa on tha ralatlva 
concantratlona of aavaral chaadcal apaclaa praaant In tha 
ayatam undar atudy. Whlla Individual chaad.cal modal ayatama 
(!■••• augara, protalna^ fata, arMWitlc compounda) ara aaally 
*^ **^ *^ ®y*<^  whan Irradlatad In aquaoua aolutlona, thay ara laaa
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■uaacptibl* to radlolytlc daMg* whan Irradlatad in a coag>lax 
food matrix. Tha prasanca and influanca of additional food 
conponenta in c«abination will raault in lowar yialds of 
radiolytic products than axpactad from studias of chamical 
modal systams. In addition, tha axtant of radiolytic damaga 
is also dapandant upon tha sacond-ordar rata constant (k2 > 
for tha raactions of ’OH radical with biomolaculas, soma 
raacting fastar than othars.
Purtharmora, tha influance of indapandant variables such 
as tamparature, irradiation dona, water content and oxygen 
concentration may play an isgmrtant role in tha nature and 
axtant of radiation-induced daawga.
In these studies, aromatic compounds in a number of fruits 
and vegatablas have bean investigated. It would be 
interesting to test a wider variety of class of foodstuffs 
and observe how these correlate with previous results. From 
the research conducted in this work, it appears that a high 
concentration of vitamin C offers protection against 
radiolytic daawga to phenolic cosg>onents. Tha concentration 
of tha phenolic component gantisic acid in irradiated 
stratrt>arrias wan found to be 950 ppb at 5.0 kGy, whilst its 
concentration in celery irradiated at tha same dose was 50 
ppb. Tha gantisic acid concentration in irradiated 
strawberries was therefore found to be markedly higher than 
that in irradiated celery, perhaps due to the high vitamin C 
content of straid>errles. This phencmMna could be Investigated 
and extended to other fruits and vegetables.
Additionally, non-irradiated control stra«d>erry samples
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w«r» found to contain larga quantities of an unknown 
c(»ponent, the concentration of which was found to decrease 
with an increase in radiation dose (fron 1.0 to 5.0 kGy). The 
identity or nature of this ccMqmnent needs to be determined, 
P*^*i**’*bly by some on-line analytical technique such as HPLC-MS, 
This unknown component awy be esiployed as a ’marker* of 
irradiation status.
The research conducted on carbohydrates has been 
restricted to chemical model systems only. The methodology 
employed could be applied to foodstuffs high in carbohydrate 
content (e.g. dry skimsMd milk and fruits).
From the research conducted, a number of differences 
are found to occur between irradiated and non-irradiated
foodstuffs. However, these chemical modifications have 
been observed only above a radiation dose of 0.5 kGy. Further 
work should involve quantifying chemical changes at a 
lower and wider range of radiation dosages.
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